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Introduction 

This  se r ies  o f  p a p e r s  is c o n c e r n e d  wi th  the  way  in w h i c h  the  s p a c e  o f  p o l y n o m i a l s  o f  

deg ree  d>2 is d e c o m p o s e d  w h e n  the  p o l y n o m i a l s  a r e  c lass i f i ed  a c c o r d i n g  to  t he i r  

d y n a m i c  b e h a v i o r  u n d e r  i t e ra t ion .  O u r  r e su l t s  a r e  sa t i s fy ing  on ly  for  d = 3 .  

A c c o r d i n g  to  F a t o u  and  Ju l ia ,  and  the  m o r e  r e c e n t  w o r k  o f  Marie ,  Sad ,  Sul l ivan ,  

the  ma in  q u e s t i o n  to  a s k  a b o u t  a r a t i ona l  m a p  is: what are the orbits under iteration o f  
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the critical points? Therefore a coarse decomposition of the space of polynomials of 
degree d can be obtained by separating those with different numbers of critical points 
attracted to the superattractive fixed point infinity. 

More precisely, if P is a monic polynomial of degree d, we will show that the 
function 

he(z) = lim d -n log+ IP ~ 

exists and is continuous on C, vanishing identically on 

Ke = ( z lP~  does not tend to ~) .  

The function h e measures the rate at which z escapes to ~.  In fact, h e is the Green's 

function of K e. 

Let H(P)=sup {he(to) I w a critical point of P).  

The first decomposition is to separate the connectedness locus from the rest, 
where the connectedness locus 

~d = {PIH(P) = O) 

consist of those polynomials of degree d for which none of the finite critical points are 
attracted to infinity. Equivalently 

~ge = {PIKe  is connected), 

whence the name. 
Call a polynomial centered if the average of its roots is zero. We will show that in 

any degree d~>2, the set of centered monic polynomials P with Ke connected is 
compact. The third paper in this series will deal with the fine structure of the connect- 
edness locus for cubic polynomials. 

Outside the connectedness locus the decomposition can be refined. Let 

b~r = {PI P is monic, centered and H(P)= log r} 

for r> 1. 

CONJECTURE. The space Ae r is homeomorphic to a sphere o f  dimension 2 d - 3  for  

any d>~2. In particular, the connectedness locus is cell-like in any degree. 

In this paper we will prove that Ae r is homeomorphic to a sphere of dimension 2d-3  
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for any d~>2 if logr is sufficiently large (Theorem 5.6), but we are able to prove the 
conjecture only for d equal to 2 and 3 (Theorem 11.1 and Corollary 11.2). 

One of the two principal conjectures for the Mandelbrot set M= ~2 is that the set is 
locally connected. Recently J. Minor [M] has observed that the connectedness locus cr 3 
is not locally connected. 

In order to describe further refinements of the parameter space for cubic polyno- 
mials, we need to introduce a specific parametrization. If we write our cubic polynomi- 
als 

P(z) = z 3 - 3 a 2 z + b  

so that the critical points are +a, we can divide ~, into 5e, + and 5e r- according to 

whether the critical point which escapes fastest is +a  or - a ,  providing the second  
decomposi t ion .  

THEOREM. The interiors o f  6fr +- are solid tori unkno t ted  in 5e r and  l inked with 

linking number  3. 

This result, stated more precisely as Theorem 13. I, together with the proof of the 
conjecture for d=3, are the main results of his paper. 

This decomposition can be refined further; any polynomial P of degree d can be 
analytically conjugated to z ~ z  a in a neighborhood of infinity. There is a canonical 
choice for the conjugating map cpv and therefore a canonical choice of polar coordinates 
in the neighborhood of infinity. If the polynomial is outside the connectedness locus the 
neighborhood can always be chosen to contain the image of the fastest escaping critical 
point, i.e. the function 

~o +- (P) = q~e(P( + a)) 

is well-defined on ~er-+. 

The third decompos i t ion  therefore is to separate polynomials according to not only 
the escape rate but also the angle for the fastest escaping critical point. For cubic 
polynomials the set 

~r++-(a) = {P E 5~ +- I ~2++-(P) = rS e~ia} 

is three closed discs with one boundary point in common, i.e. a trefoil clover leaf 
(Corollary 13.3). 
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The fourth decomposition for cubic polynomials will be obtained by dividing up 
each clover leaf according to how the other critical point is attracted to infinity, if it is. 
The decomposition can be described completely combinatorially. Each leaf contains 
infinitely many copies of the Mandelbrot set for quadratic polynomials. The combina- 
torics involved is quite complicated, and the theory of polynomial-like mappings 
[D-H3] is essential. This will be the content of the second paper in this series. 

This paper is divided into three chapters. 
In the first chapter, Univalent functions in complex analytic dynamics, we analyze 

the main tools for understanding iteration of a polynomial P: the maps h e and q0 e 
mentioned above. In order to estimate how much the univalent function q0 e differs from 
the identity we use a generalization of the Area theorem and the Koebe ~theorem. 
From these estimates we can prove that the connectedness locus is compact and that 
the set of polynomials outside the connectedness locus with a fixed escape rate to 
infinity for the fastest escaping critical point is homeomorphic to a sphere for sufficient- 
ly large escape rate. 

In the second chapter, Wringing the complex structure, we stretch and turn (i.e. 
wring) the complex structure, in such a way that it is invariant under a given polynomi- 
al P. By using the measurable Riemann mapping theorem each P-invariant wring gives 
rise to a new polynomial. Only for cubic polynomials we are able to show that the new 
polynomials depend continuously on the original polynomials and the wring. The proof 
of continuity outside the set of structural stability for cubic polynomials comes in 
Section 10. It is hard and the main technical result of the paper. Until Section 10 
everything is true for polynomials in general. 

In the third chapter, The global topology o f  parameter space, we restrict ourself to 
cubic polynomials. By using the stretching of the complex structure we can show that 
the map measuring the fastest escape rate outside the connectedness locus is a fibration 
with fibers homeomorphic to S 3. By using the wringing of the complex structure we can 
show that the map measuring the fastest escape rate and the angle is a fibration. The 
hard work is done in Chapter 2. It is not so easy to show that the fibers for the last 
fibration are homeomorphic to a clover leaf. This is the content of Sections 12 and 13, 
and requires some tools from algebraic topology, including the classification of surfaces 
and a theorem of Alexander's about embeddings of the torus in S 3. In Section 14 the 
global topological structure of each sphere is described. 

In the beginning of each chapter there is a short introduction to that chapter. 
For a general reference on complex analytic dynamics, see [B1] and [D-H2]. This 

paper fits into the investigation developed in [D-H2], but the main result uses quasi- 
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conformal mappings, in the way pioneered by Sullivan [S]; many of the ideas are 
inspired by his vision. 

We thank P. Blanchard, W. Thurston and especially A. Douady for many helpful 
conversations, the Mittag-Leffler Institute and the Department of Mathematics at 
CorneU for hospitality and N.S.F. grant DMS 83-01564 for support during the research 
that went into this paper. 

Chapter I. Univalent functions and complex dynamical systems 

Introduction 

The key to understanding iteration of polynomials in the complex domain is the 
existence of an analytic map conjugating the polynomial to Z ~ z d in a neighborhood of 
infinity. This map is unique up to multiplication by a (d - l ) th  root of 1; so it gives a 
"dynamically defined" coordinate system near infinity. If a critical point is attracted to 
infinity, some forward image is in the domain of this local coordinate, providing 
"dynamically defined" analytic functions on the parameter space. 

In this chapter we will apply this idea. Moreover, the behaviour of the critical 
points determines the region in which the conjugating mapping above is univalent. 
There are a wealth of results on univalent functions, and a small modification of the 
area theorem will give us inequalities which will relate the positions in the "dynamic" 
local coordinate to the actual positions in C. 

Section 1. Attraction to infinity 

For any polynomial P of degree d > l ,  the point at infinity is attractive, in fact super- 
attractive. But it is classical (see [BI]) that any time z0 is a fixed point of an analytic 

mapping f with 

f(Zo+U) = Zo.-I-ad ud.-I-. . .  

there is a coordinate system ~ near z0 in which f is written ~ ;  furthermore this 

coordinate system is very rigid: it is unique up to multiplication by a (d-1)-root of 1. 
(The coordinate r is sometimes refered to as a Boettcher coordinate.) Using this 
coordinate system, we can try to "locate points with respect to oo", if they are 
attracted to infinity. This location has been a key tool in iteration of polynomials. 

More precisely, let ~d be the set of monic polynomials of degree d> 1, with no term 
of degree d -  1. Note that each polynomial of degree d is affine conjugate to an element 
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of ~d, and that the only affine maps conjugating an element of ~d to another are the 

multiplications by (d-1) th  roots of I. 
For any P E ~d, define the real valued function h e on C by 

he(z) = lim d -" log+ IP"(z) l, 

where log+ is the supremum of log and 0. 

PROPOSITION I. 1. (1) h e is defined and continuous on all of  C, 

(2) he(P(z))=dhe(z), 

(3) The set K e is precisely the set of  z with hp(z)=O, and h e is harmonic on C - K  e, 

(4) The critical points of  hp in C - K  e are the inverse images of the critical points of  

P by P~ 

Proof. All of this is proved in [D-H2,VIII]. However, we will need a strenghthen- 
ing of (1), and will reprove (1) in the process. [] 

PROPOSITION 1.2. The mapping he(z) is continuous as a function of  both z and P. 

Proof. The function hp(z) is defined by the formula 

he(z) = lira d-" log+lP~ 
n - . ~  

we will show that the sequence converges uniformly on compact subsets. 
Make the sequence into a series in the obvious way: 

he(z) = log+(z)+ E (d -(n+l) log+ I P~ I - d  -n log+ I P~ 

Write the polynomial P(Z)•zd+cd_2zd-2+...+Co, then 

and thus 

P(z )  = 1 + C d-2 +.. C~~ 
- '~  Z 2 "+ Z d ' 

I log+lP(z)l-dlog+lzll ~ C(P) 

where C(P) depends continuously on P and is independent of z. Now 
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he(z) = log+ (z) + X d-(n + 1) (log + Ie(zn) l -  d log+ I(zn) l) 

where z,,=P~ The general term of the series depends continuously on P and z, and 

the series converge uniformly when P ranges in a compact set. [] 

Let f~e be the set of critical points of P in C, and define 

H(P) = sup he(w). 
w E ~  e 

COROLLARY 1.3. The function H: ~d--> R is continuous. 

Further define Ue={z [ he(z)>H(P)}. Since h has no critical points in Up, the level 

curves of h e are real-analytic simple closed curves in U e. Note that if H(P)=0, then 

Ue=C-Ke;  this is why K e is connected in that case. 

The level curves of h e and their orthogonal curves form something like a system of 

polar coordinales on U e. Define r e by 

log r e = H(P). 

PROPOSITION 1.4. There exists a unique analytic isomorphism 

such that 
(1) the diagram 

%: Ue--' C-Dr,, 

P 
qDl,ie ~ U] ~I, 

C_Dr e Po ,C_Dre 

commutes, where Po(z) = zd; 
(2) q0 e is tangent to the identity at infinity. 

The other maps q~k satisfying (1) are precisely e 2~i~(d-l) q~e. 

Proof. These results are proved in [D-H2]. However, we need the following 
construction from the proof. The mapping q0 e can be defined in a neighborhood of oo by 

the infinite product 
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d-(n+l) Q(p On(z)) 
l +  (pon(zj? : , 

in analogy to the series defining hp, where Q(z)=P(z)-z a. In Section 5 we will show by 

induction that IeOn(z) I is increasing with n under appropriate circumstances, so that 

Ia(eo~(z))l < 1 (2) 
I ( p  ~ n(z))d I 4 

holds for all n and the principal branch of the a~+l)-root is well defined. 

Remarks. (a) Note that q0p is defined on all C-Kp if all critical points of P are in Kp, 
giving a uniformization of (2-Kp. 

(b) In Up, we have that he=log IqgpI. 
(c) q0e can be extended analytically to C-(KpO Gp), where Gp is the union of the 

singular points of the vector-field grad(hp) and their stable manifolds. 

These mappings hp and ~pe are the main tools of the entire paper. 

Section 2. Parametrizing the space of polynomials 

We shall now discuss the parametrization to be used. 
First note that for an arbitrary polynomial Q of degree n 

Q(z) = q,,z"+q,,-i z n-l+ ...+qo 

the roots zl, z2 . . . . .  z n are centered at 0 i.e. E z;=0 if and only if qn_l=0. 
As a consequence, for a monic polynomial, the following three properties are 

equivalent: 
(1) PE ~a 

(2) the critical points are centered at 0 (set Q=P') 
(3) the preimages of any w are centered at 0 (set Q=P-w).  
A polynomial which satisfies (1), (2), (3) will be called centered. 
Let H=H a-2 denote the following hyperplane in C d-I 

"={.=,a a2 ..... a. .l  ai:0} 
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To each ( a , b ) E H x C  let P. ,bE~d denote the polynomial with critical points 

al, a2 . . . . .  aa_ 1 and P(0)=b. 
The coefficients for P.,b can be expressed in terms of the elementary symmetric 

polynomials in (a~, a 2 . . . . .  ad_ O, where the jth elementary symmetric polynomial is 

Since 

a~(a) = Z aq ... aij. 
l<~it<...<ij<~d-I 

P~',b(Z) = d(Z--al) (z-a2) ... (Z--a d-l) 

= d[z d-I + ( -  1)trl(a) Zd-2+ ( - 1)202(a)z d-3 +... +(-- 1)d-lod_l(a) ] , 

we have 

---- zdq-(-- 1)2 ~--20"2(a)zd-2 +""" q-(-- 1)d-I dOd-l(a) z+b. P., b(Z) 

It is clear that Pa, b----P~,6 if and only if b=b  and (al . . . . .  ad_ 0 is a permutation of 

( a p . . . ,  ad_l). 
Note that for d=2 the polynomials are 

Po(z)=z2+b, b E C  

and that for d=3 the polynomials are 

Pa, b(Z) = z3-3a2z+b,  (a, b)E C 2. 

In the study of degree d polynomials we shall use H x C  as parameter space. The 
map (a, b)~--~Pa, b is a (d-1)  !-fold cover of ~d ramified along the set of polynomials for 

which there is a critical point of multiplicity greater than 2. For cubic polynomials we 
shall u s e  C 2 as parameter space instead of H x C  where a=(al,a2)=( +a, -a ) .  

Suppose the polynomials Pa, b and Pi, t; are affine conjugated, then the conjugating 

map is necessarily of the formf6:z~-~6z, where 6 is a (d - l ) th  root of unity. Therefore 

i~=6b and ~ equals 6a up to permutation. 
Let P=Pa, b and let (p=q0., b be the unique qg-map tangent to the identity at oo as 

defined in Proposition 1.4. The r for the polynomial P6=P6a,6b is fp6=foofpof6 q 
defined on f6(Up). Instead of changing from a polynomial P with canonical polar 
coordinates defined by tp to the polynomial P6 with canonical polar coordinates defined 
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by ~p~ we could as well just have kept P and used the polar coordinate system defined by 
6q0. 

Points in H x C  then correspond bijectively to a polynomial of degree d provided 
with a numbering of the critical points and a q0-map, up to conjugacy. 

In Section 14 we shall discuss the global topology of the parameter space C 2 for 
cubic polynomials and of different quotients thereof. 

The parameter space H x C  splits up into the connectedness locus 

~ = (Ca, b) I H(a, b) = 0},  

where Ke..~ is connected, and the complement HxC-qga, where Ke~.~ is not connected. 

For r> l  define 

6~ r = { (a ,  b) I H(a, b) = l o g  r} .  

Each 5e r can be covered by 

6erJ= ((a,b)lha, b(aj)=logr}, j =  1 . . . . .  d - 1 .  

The linear maps HxC--->HxC given by permuting (a~, a 2 . . . . .  ad_x) permute the Aej. 

Finally each subset 6e i splits up into 

~ = {(a, b) E  eil oa.bW,, %) -- rZ ea=a}. 

In every parameter space H x C  the subset {0} xC, corresponding to the polynomi- 
als Po, b(z) = z a+b, plays an important role. The intersection of {0} xC with the connect- 

edness locus is called the Mandelbrot set 

Ma= {beClPo ,  b~ 

A description of C - M  d can be given for any d~>2, similar to the description o f M  2 given 

in [D-H2]. 
Let b E C - M  d and define r b(b). As for quadratic polynomials we have the 

following 

THEOREM 2.1. The map ~:  C-Md--->C-/9 is an analytic isomorphism. 

The proof is a copy of the proof in degree d=2 [D-H2, VIII]. The proof is an 
application of the principle: an analytic mapping is an isomorphism if it is proper of 
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Fig. 2.1 

degree 1. We shall use the theorem for cubic polynomials in Section 12, where we also 
shall use the principle again. 

COROLLARY 2.2. The Mandelbrot set M d is connected. 

This result has been found independently by several authors, in particular Chaves 
[C], L. Goldberg [D-G-H]. 

The set M 3 is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 5.1 shows M 2. 
The following proposition gives a characterization of the polynomials P0,b" 

PROPOSITION 2.3. I f  all the critical values are equal for a polynomial Pa, b, then 
a=0. 

Proof. Since P:C-p-l(P(f2))---~C-P(f~) is an unramified covering and P(~2) is a 
point, it follows that the covering space C-p-I(P(f~))  is a plane minus a point. 
Therefore P-I(P(~))={0} and a=0. [] 

Section 3. Compactness of the connectedness locus 

We shall prove not only that the connectedness locus ~d is compact for any d>~2, hut 
more generally that the set 

Xr = {(a, b) E H x C  I H(a, b) ~< log r} 

is compact for all r>~ 1. Hence ~r and ~ / a r e  compact sets. 
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In both this section and the next, estimates from the theory of univalent functions 
are the main tool. All follow from Proposition 3.1, a generalization of the Area theorem. 
We shall apply this generalization to the map 

~a,b ~--- (~a,b)-I; C-/)r""> C, 

where log r=H(a,  b). The map ~0a, b satisfies the assumptions in the following proposi- 
tion and in Corollary 3.3 of Proposition 3.2. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  F: C--/)r--~C is analytic and injective and 

where r~>l, then 

for any R>r. In particular, 

then 

o0 
F ( Z ) = Z d r E  r z ~ C - l ~ r ,  

n=0 zn 

n lanl 2 n=l - - - ~  ~> R2 

Proof. See [A] and [R]. 

rn+l 
lanl~-- n = l , 2  . . . . .  V-n-' 

PROPOSITION 3.2. I f  f:  Dl/r-->C is analytic and injective and 
oo 

n f ( z ) - z + E a n z ,  zEDI/~, 
n=2 

then 

la2l ~< 2r and f(D w) ~ Dl/4,. 

Proof. Again, this is a standard result [R]. 

COROLLARY 3.3. I f  F: (~-19r-->(2 is analytic and injectioe and 

e(z)---z+ zeC-Or, 
n=l Z 

F ( C - / ) r )  ~ C--/)2r. 

[] 

[] 
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Proof. Let w be a point not in the image of F. Then the map 

f (z )  = 1 _ Z+WZ2+... 
F ( z - t ) - w  

satisfies Proposition 3.2, so I wl ~<2r. [] 

If H(P)=logr, then 

~)p = (~0p ) - l - 'C - - /~ r  "---> C 

satisfies Corollary 3.3. (A formal computation gives a0=0.) Therefore 

~Pp(C-D) ~ C-DEf. 

Hence the map q~e is defined on C-D2r, and satisfies Corollary 3.3. 

COROLLARY 3.4. I fH(P)=logr ,  then tPe(C-/)2) D C- / )4 r  

We can now obtain the following proposition in the dynamical plane: 

PROPOSITION 3.5. I f  H(a, b) = log r>~O, then for  every R>~r 

La,b(R ) = {Z [ ha, b(Z) <~ log R} c192R. 

Proof. Let z be given such that ha, b(Z)<~log R. Since z is not in the image of 

W,.b: C--/)R -'->~ it follows from Corollary 3.3 that Izl~<2R. [] 

From this we can obtain the following Proposition in the parameter space: 

PROPOSITION 3.6. The set 

~, = {(a, b) E H•  I H(a, b) ~< log r} 

is compact for  every r~  1 and contained in the compact set 

g r = {(a, b) E H x C  I lajl ~< 2r and Ibl ~< 2(4r)d}. 

Proof. Clearly K r is compact and ~ is closed, so what we need to show is that 

Since aj E {z [ ha, b(Z) <~ log r} for every j, we have 

lajl ~< 2r. 
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(1) If  br then tbl<~2r. 

(2) If  0 (~ ~a, b(C--/gr) but b E ~0a, b(C--/gr), then h,, b(b)~<log r d and Ibl<-2r d. 
(3) If  0, b E ~0,,b(C--/)), then q0,,b(0) is defined, but q0,,b(0) (~ C- / )4r  since 

0 r  by Corollary 3.4. Hence  h,,b(O)<-log4r, ha.b(b)<~log(4r) d and finally 

Ibl<~2(4r) d. [] 

We are particularly interested in the following results: 

COROLLARY 3.7.  The connectedness locus c~ d is compact  and contained in 

K 1 = {(a, b) E H x C  I lajl ~ 2 and Ibl ~< 22d+1}  9 

For d=3 ,  K 1 is defined by lal~2 and Ib1~<128. From computer  experiments it is 

known that the b-range for ~3 is much less. 

COROLLARY 3.8. For r > l  the sets 

6f r = {(a, b) E H x C  I H(a, b) = log r} 

and 

5fJ= {(a ,b)EbDlh, ,b(aj )=logr} ,  j =  1 . . . . .  d - 1  

are compact. 

Remark.  Since H is continuous it follows that 5P r is outside Kr0 ff 

r >  max H(a ,b) .  
(a, b) E K,0 

Moreover it follows from Proposition 3.6 that H is proper. 

Section 4. The mapping qgp is close to the identity 

In this section we shall prove some inequalities, using the generalization of  the Area 
theorem and the Koebe  ~theorem proved in Section 3 on the maps (Pe and ~pp = (qge) -1. 

The results in this section are used in the next section, where we prove that 5f r is 
homeomorphic to the sphere S 2d-3 for r sufficiently large. Furthermore the results are 
used in Section 12, where we prove that for d=3 some other subsets 5e r of C2-C~ 3 are 
homeomorphic to the sphere 6e3 for r sufficiently large. 
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All the inequalities more or less follow from the inequality stated in the following 
proposition. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. If  F:C-I)r--~C is analytic and injective and 

zeC-Or, 
n=l Z 

then 

If(z)-zl~3~ when Izl>r. 
Proof. Since F(z)-z is an analytic function in C - / 9  which vanishes at ~,  its 

maximum on (2-D R is achieved on S~ for any R>r. Looking at an R close to r and using 

Corollary 3.3, we see that this maximum is at most 3r. So the function 

1 r r 

is an analytic function in the unit disc bounded by 1, and satisfies [g(~)[<l~[. Setting 
z=r/~, the inequality follows. [] 

Remark. The number 3 in the inequality is sharp. First take/70: C-/5---~C-[-2, 2] 

defined by Fo(z)=z+z-k Let K, equal the 3 line segments 

[ -2+ie ,  2+ie] 0 [-2-ie, 2-ie] U [-2-i t ,  -2+ie].  

By the Caratheodory kernel theorem, using symmetry, the uniformization map 
F,-15--~C-K~ can be chosen to start with F~(z)=a~z+b~z-~+... where a t, b E are real and 

tend to 1 as e tends in 0. Clearly F, (1)=-2.  

As in Section 3 consider a polynomial P such that H(P)=logr. Then 

and 

*e = (ge) -1: ~-D, -~  

9e: C-/)2r-" 

satisfy Proposition 4.1. We therefore have the following two corollaries. 

COROLLARY 4.2. If  H(P)=log r, then 
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I qgp(Z)-Z[ ~ 3 - -  
r 2 

In particular, ]Cpp(Z)-Zl> 3r. 

for I~0p(z) l > r.  

we get for Iz[ > 2V~-r  that 

ILog(l+t)l  < ]tl f o r l t l < l  
l- l t l  

- z )   :,lzl  
z l-3r2/lzl 2 Izl 2" 

From Corollary 3.3 we know that 

C-/)8r ~ F(C-/)4,). 

Using 

Proof. Set F=V-'p: (~-/)r -'-~ (~, and use 

COROLLARY 4.3. I f  H(P)=log r, then 

I~op(Z)-zl ~ 12 ~1 for IZl>2r. 

Proof. Set F=q~e: (2-/)2~--> (2. [] 

PROPOSITION 4.4. If(a,  b) E 5r r and Izl ~>6r dV~-~" then 

Ie, b(Z)--Zdl 1 
Izl a 4 

Remark. The number ~ could be replaced by any c with 0 < c < 1 by changing the 

constant 6 dV'~--i. 

Proof. For F: C-/):--~C satisfying the assumption in Proposition 4.1 we have 

IF~z)-zl ~ < 3 ~  < 1 for Izl>Var. 
Izl Izl 2 
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Set P=P~,b, cp=q~.b and F=qg-1, and choose z with Izl>8r. Then w=qo(z) is defined and 
[wl>4r. Therefore 

I L o g - ~ - ~ l =  Log F(w) <4___~ < 6  rz 
Iwl 2 lzl 2" 

In the last inequality we have used 

Izl = l + F ( w ) - w [ <  i+3___~___~ < 19 
Iwl w I Iwl ~ 16" 

Furthermore 

and 

Then 

ILog ,Tz,, l  6 1wl2 
L cp(P(z)) r 2 I 

og P(z) t < 4 IcP(P(z))I 2 ___ 4_(___~ < 4__(__~ < 6 , 2  
Iwl 2~ Iwl 2 tzl 2" 

If  Izl>6r dV'-d-~', then 

Log P(z) < 6(d+ 1) r2  9 ~ Lzl 2" 

Lo P(z) 1 g - - j -  <-~ 

and 

~ < •  
Izl ~ 4 []  

C O R O L L A R Y  4.5. I f  H(a, b)=logr and Izl~>6r dV-d-~ then Ie(z)l>lzl. Zn particular 
this will occur if ]tp(z)]~3(1 +2 ~ )  r. 

Proof. If Izl>-6rdV'd~ we have 

Ie(z)l >--Izld-Ie(z)-z~l > ~ Izl d. 

So JP(z)l>lzl as soon as Izl<~ Izl a, i.e. Izl>q)l/Ca-'which will: in any case' be true if Izl>6. 
11-888286 Acta Mathematica 160. Imprim~ le 20 mai 1988 
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From Corollary 4.2 we have that tq~(z)-zl<3r, hence if [~(z)l>~3(l+2V'-d-+l)r we 
have 

Izl ~> l~(z)l-lq~z)l-zf > 6r d~/-d-'+T. [] 

Section 5, The high level sets of H are spheres 

In this section we shall prove that the compact set 

b~,= {(a,b)EHxCiH(a,b)  = iogr} 

is homeomorphic to the sphere S 2d-3 for r sufficiently large. It may be true for all r> l ,  
but we know this only if d=2 or d=3. 

The case d=2 is proved in [D-H2, VIII]. The proof in the case d=3 will be finished 
in Section 11, where we shall prove that 

H: C~- %-,  (0, | 

is a fibration (with fibers fir). 
Let y denote the following action of  C on l txC:  

y(t,(a, b)) = y.,b(t) = (ta, rib). 

This definition is chosen since we have the following connection between the polyno- 
mials P., b and Pta, tdb 

Pr~ db (tz) ---- taP~ b (z)" 

In particular, the critical points of  P~db are {tat, ...,tad_l}. 
These properties imply an approximate homogeneity on the dynamic behavior of  

polynomials, at least for large t; the object of  this section is to exploit this "homogene- 
ity". 

We will be interested in the c u r v e s  ya, b(t) for fixed (a, b)*(O, O) and t real and 
positive. Along each such curve Y..b the distance to the origin (0,0) is an increasing 
function of t. Therefore each curve Y,,b intersects any sphere in H x C  centered at the 

origin, for instance the unit sphere S 2d-3, at a unique point. 
Each curve Y.,b alSO intersects every Yr, r> l ,  by the intermediate value theorem. 

Indeed, by Corollary 1.3, H is continuous; H(~..b(O))=H(Po)=O, and H(Y,.b(t))--~oo 
when t--,ao, since H is proper by Proposition 3.6. 
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A curve Y,,b might interser if, in more than r point, and in fact they do, even for 
quadratic polynomials, if ~ is close to 1 (see Figure 5.1). But we shall show that for r 
sufficiently large, there is a unique intersection point, giving a I-1 correspondence 
between b ~ and S 2d-3. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. For each (a, b)~(0, 0) the function H(ya.b(t)) is increasing in t 

for t sufficiently large. 

Note that (a, b) is fixed in the proposition. We shall deal with the uniformity 
problem in (a, b) in Proposition 5.5. 

For a fixed (a, b) we shall denote 

P =  Pa, b, Pt= Pta, db , h= ha, b, 

ht -- Pta, db' q~ = ~0a, b '  ~3t --'-- q)ta, tdb" 

Proposition 5.1 follows from the following two lemmas: 

LEMMA 5.2. For any P--Pa, b with H(P) = log r, the map z~--,cpt(Pt(tz)) is defined 
for those z with IP(z)l>~6r d~/-d~ and for Itl>~l. In particular, it is defined for aj with 

Ie(aj)l ~6r ~ 1. 
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i f  

Then 

Qt((Pt~ = Qt(tu,)= tdQ(u,). 

IQ,(e,~ IQ,(tu.)l IQ(u.)l < 1  
I(e,~ I(tu.)dl lull 4 

since 

lu.I ~ 6r V-ff+l 

by Proposition 4.4. This will be true for n>~l if 

lull ~>6r dV'-d-~, 

[u.+d = t a-1 Ie(u.)l >~ IP(u.)l > lu.I ~ IP(z)l, 

by Corollary 4.5 and induction. 
The function cpt(Pt(tz)) is defined by 

| { ~,(~ "pton(tz))\[ l/a"+l 
qD,(e,(tz)) = e,(tz) I-I.=1 \ 14 ~ / . 

The inequality (1) shows that the principal branch of the root is defined if 
[P(z)l >~6r dV~'+-l. Taking log of the absolute value the factor 1/d ~+1 gives the conver- 
gence. [] 

Proof of Lemma 5.3. If (a,b)~ ~a, then 

(1) 

LEMMA 5.3. / f  r ~ l l  and H(P)=logr, and if aj satisfies H(P)=h(aj), then 
IP(a)l>>.6r dV-d-~. 

Proof of Lemma 5.2. We will prove that 

IQ,(Pt~ < 1 for n -- 1,2 ....  
I(e~ 4 

for every z such that ]P(z)l~6rdV'-dT-(, where Qt(z)=Pt(z)-z a. Set Un+I=td-1p(u,) and 
Ul=t~-lP(z), and see by induction that eton(tz)=tun and 
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r 2 _ rd'3--~ >I rd--3, IP (at)] ~ IcP(P(aj))l-lP(aj)'cp(P(aj))] >I ra-3 I (ff (a))l 

so IP(a)l>~6rdV~-~ as soon as ra-3>~6r d~/-d-~, which is true if r>~11 for all d>~2. [] 

Proof of  Proposition 5.1. Pick a fixed (a, b)#=(0, 0) and choose t o so that H(Pt)>~ 
log I 1 for t>t o. Consider those aj such that for some tj, tj>t o, we have 

H(Pt~ ) = hs(t j a). 

Then q~t(Pt(ta)) is defined and analytic for all complex t satisfying Itl>tj. Moreover, this 

function has a pole of order d at oo, so its modulus is increasing for Itl sufficiently large, 
and H(Pt) is the supremum of a finite family of increasing functions. [] 

PROPOSITION 5.4. I f  H(ta, tdb)>~log3 for all t>~l and if  a is a critical point with 
h(P(a))<log (rd/4), then ht(ta)<H(Pt) for all t>~ 1. 

Remarks. (a) For  a quadratic polynomial this can never occur since there is a 
unique critical point. 

(b) The hypothesis, H(ta, tdb)~log3 for all t~>l, is satisfied if 1%1>6 for some j or 

Ib1>2(12) d. 

Proof. Suppose the proposition is false. Then there exists a t > l  such that 
ht(ta)>~Ht(Pt). Therefore by continuity there exists a t0>l such that hto(toa)=Ht~(Pto). 
Suppose that H(a, b)=h(al). 

It follows from Proposition 3.5 that IP(a)]< 89 a and from Corollary 4.2 that 

]e(al)l I> lg(P(al))l-lq~(e(al))-P(al) I >- rd_3r 2-d. 

Therefore 

and hence 

Ie(al)l-le(a) [ >I ra- 3- 89 > 12 

IPt(tam)l-lPt(ta)l > 12t d for all t ~  > 1. 

On the other hand 

{~%(eto(to a))l >I I~O,o(e,o(to a 1))1 
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by assumption. (gto(Pto(toa)) is defined since H(toa, tdob)=hto(toa) for the given t o and 

9t(Pt(tal)) is defined for every t ~  > 1 .) Set hto(t o a)=r 0. It follows from Corollary 4.2 that 

[r a))-Pto(t  o a)[ ~ 3 4  -d ~ 1 

and therefore that 

Moreover 

Iqo,o(e,o(tO a))l < Ie,o(tO a)l+ 1. 

)Pt0( t o al) I > IPt0 ( t o a )l ~> r0 a -  3~ -a >  89 d 

so that we can use Corollary 4.3 and get 

19,o(eto(to aO)-P,o(to al)l ~< 

for r 0 >~ 3. Therefore 

IP to ( to a l ) l 
< 24~ -a < 8 

defined by 

gj,(a, b)(t) = q~ra, db(Pta, db(ta) ) 

is therefore a compact  family, parametrized by (a, b), of  analytic functions on C - / } .  
Each map gj, a.b) has a pole of  order d at oo. 

Icp,o(e,o(tO al))l > Ie,(taOI-8. 

Hence ~to(tO al) l -  [Pro(tO a) [<8+ 1 < 12, which is a contradiction. [] 

PROPOSITION 5.5.  There exists a t o such that for all ( a , b ) E ~  r with r~>ll the 
function H(Ya, b(t)) is an increasing function o f  t for  all t~ t  o. 

Proof. Let  5e be divided into subsets 

Ay= { (a, b) E 6erl P..b(aj) >>- 6r ~ } . 

Each set Aj is a compact  set, and the mappings 

gj,~,,b): C-D--. ,  C 
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Suppose the proposition is false. Then there exists a sequence (t n, (a n, bn)) such 
that tn--> oo and 

d p -~hta,/b( m,t~b(taj))=O for (t,(a,b))=(tn,(an, bn)). 

Assume (a n, bn) converges to (ao, b 0) (if not extract a converging subsequence). But then 

gJ,~o, bO would have a pole of  order different from d at oo, which is a contradiction. 

Hence there exists a tj such that the map hta" ~b (tai) is monotone increasing for all t>~ t i 

and for every (a, b)E Aj. 

Set to=max {tj}. [] 

THEOREM 5.6. There exists an r o such that ,Yr=S2~-3 for any r>-r o. 

Proof. Set log r0=sup~a,b)es~ H H(ya.b(t0) ) with t o as in Proposition 5.5. The number r 0 

is well defined since the map is continuous and b~l~ is compact. If  we choose r>~r 0 and 

(a, b)E S 2d-3, then each curve y.,b(t) intersects ,Y, at a unique point. Consider the map 

Fr. 52d-3.--.> ~lPr 

which associates to (a, b) the corresponding point of intersection. This map is bijective, 
both 5e 2d-3 and 5e are compact,  and F~-, I is continuous, so F r is a homeomorphism. [] 

Chapter H. Wringing the complex structure 

Introduction 

In [S], Sullivan introduced the use of the Measurable Riemann Mapping Theorem into 
the theory of rational functions. We will make crucial use of this technique. 

The theorem, due to Ahlfors and Bers [A-B], is the following. 

THE MEASURABLE RIEr, tANr~ MAPPIN6 THEOREM. (a) Let o, be any measurable 
almost complex structure on (2, defined by a Beltrami form IZ=U(Z)d~/dz. Suppose trj, 
has bounded dilatation ratio with respect to the standard complex structure o o, i.e. 
Itull| Then there exists a unique quasi-conformal homeomorphism w~: C---> C which 
is an analytic isomorphism 

w~,: (r o,,)-~ ((2, ao), 
and fixes O, 1 and oo. 
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(b) Let Iz(A)=u~dg/dz be a family o f  Beltrami forms depending analytically on 
2 E C n. This means that u~(z) depends analytically on 2forf ixed z. I f  ILu(;t)lL~<g<l then 
w,(~)(z) is analytic in ~ for all z. 

(c) Let 1~(2)=u~(z)ds be a family o f  Beltrami forms depending on a parameter ~, 

which in this case could be in any topological space. I f  Ilu~ll~<g<l for all 2 and if  
u~: (~--->C is continuous in the L l-norm with respect to the spherical measure on (2, then 

w~(~)(Z) is a continuous function o f  2 and z. 

The classical statement of the theorem does not use the language "analytic with 
respect to an almost complex structure". For a translation to the classical language, see 
[D-H3]. 

We will construct families of polynomials by taking a polynomial P and varying the 
complex structure on C - K e  in a specific way, described as the wring in Section 8. In 

Section 6 we will describe the appropriate normalization of a mapping 

L:  (C:, o,,)--> ((~, o~0) 

analytic as above, required to keep Pu = f u ~ 1 7 6  -1 in ~d when/~ is P-invariant. In 

Section 7 we will investigate the dependance of Pu on kt, which is fairly easy using (b) 

above. In Section 9 we will investigate the dependance of Pu with respect to P for good 

P's, which is harder. Then in Section 10 we deal with the bad P's,  which is harder yet; 
this is where degree 3 becomes essential. 

Section 6. Belframi-forms invariant under a polynomial 

In this section we will show that i f P E  ~d and if/~ is a P-invariant Belframi-form, then 

the analytic mapping 

P(C, o u) --> (C, or,) 

can be viewed as a new polynomial. In fact, by making an appropriate change of 
variables, this new polynomial can be made an element of ~z, 

Rather than work with general P-invariant Beltrami forms, we will use those 
obtained from the construction below. In fact, they can all be obtained by this 
construction, but we will not need this result. We will see in Section 8 that P-invariance 
is a very strong restriction, in some sense there is only a 1-parameter family of such 
Belframi forms, up to "trivial" terms. 
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Let Po(z)= z d and let l: C-/)---~C-/)  be any diffeomorphism (or more generally 

quasi-conformal homeomorphism) such that the diagram 

C- /9  Po , C - / )  

l I I t 
C - / )  Po , C - / 9  

commutes. Let al=/*(o0), where o 0 denotes the standard complex structure. The 

complex structure cr I is P0-invariant by construction, i.e. P0: (C- / ) ,  ot)--~(C-/), o l) is 

analytic. Suppose I is quasiconformal, i.e. a I has bounded dilatation ratio with respect 
to o 0, say bounded by k. Let P be any monic polynomial of degree d and let or. e denote 
the P-invariant almost complex structure corresponding to the Beltrami form /~t,e 

satisfying 

0~(a I) on Up 
at'P = l.a o onKp 

The complex structure or, e is P-invariant on U e by construction and it is well 
defined at points in C-t.J P-"(g2=), where f~| is the set of critical points for P in C 
which are attracted to oo. Use the P-invariance on Up and the fact that to each 

zEC-(KpUP-n(~|  there exists an m such that P~ furthermore z is a 
regular point for pore. Since the dilatation ratio with respect to o 0 is not changed by pull 

back through a map which is analytic with respect to o 0, then at, e has dilatation ratio 

bounded by k too. 
The following proposition gives a normalization of an isomorphism 

vt, e: ((2, at, e)---" ((= , Oo) 

appropriate to our purposes. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. I f  P 6  ~d and at, e is as above, then there exists a unique 

analytic isomorphism 

v/,e: (c, at, e)--' (C, ao) 
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such that 

O) V~,v(OO) =oo 
(2) Pt=vt.pO p ov~,~pE ~d 
(3) loq~vOV~lp is tangent to the identity at oo. 

Remark.  (1) We shall refer to vt, P as the normalized analytic isomorphism f rom 

((2, at.v) to ((2, o o) and to the polynomial Pi as the polynomial induced by l f rom  P (or 
simply by ! when P is fixed in the discussion). 

(2) The conditions (1) and (2) determine vl, v up to d -  1 choices, for each of which 
the map 

loqDvoVile 

conjugates Pt to P0 near o% corresponding to the d - 1  maps satisfying (1) in Proposition 
1 .4 .  

Proof. Set iz=t~t. P. 
Existence. Choose the map w,. Then (1) is satisfied, and the map w, o P o w ~  1 is a 

polynomial of degree d. Suppose 

w~, o P o  w~l(z) = CoZd+Cl Z a-I +. . .+ C d. 

If C o ~= 1, then choose an arbitrary (d-D-root  of c o, c~/(d-~), and set 

l/(d- 1) l / (d - i )d-2  ~( z )  = c o wt,(Z)+cl/d(co )  9 

The polynomial f~ oP  of~ -1 satisfies (2). The map 

lo ~p off '  :f~(vv)-o l .  ~0,(Up) 

is by construction an analytic isomorphism with respect to the standard complex 
structure o 0. It follows from the commutative diagram 

f~(Up), Oo 

L o v o f f '  

Ltuv),o0 

, cPe 1 f71 Up, al, v . ,C-D,  al ,C-D,  Oo 

, ! q~P , C-15,  ol C-15,  a. - I  Up,  (71,p 
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that the map lorfeof~ -~ conjugates the monic polynomial f~oPof~ -~ to P0 in the 
neighborhood ~(Ue) of oa. For a monic polynomial of degree d there are only (d-1)  
possibilities. The conjugating map is tangent to multiplication by a ( d -  D-root of  unity 6 
at infinity. 

Set vt, v(z)=f~(~z) ; then vl, v satisfies the requirements of Proposition 6.1. 
Uniqueness. Suppose v ' - v '  and v"=~. v satisfy (I), (2), (3). Then - -  I , P  

v" o (u')-~: (~, o0)~ (~:, o0) 

is an affine transformation. In a neighborhood of 0% d'o (v') -~ equals 

(1o 9pO (v")-I) -1 o (1o Wvo (v') -]) 

and is therefore tangent to the identity at 0o, hence v"o (v') -~ is a translation. Since the 
two polynomials 

v 'oPo(v ' )  -I and v"opo(v'9 -I 

are in ~d, they have no term of degree (d-1),  therefore the conjugating map v"o (v')-I is 

the identity. [] 

Remark. The construction in the existence proof works for any P-invariant 
Ot.e=~P~(ot) on Up with bounded dilatation ratio. 

We did not use ot, p=O0 on Kp. The proof for uniqueness of v works as well. We 
only used that v: (C, tTi, p)-o ((~, tl 0) is an analytic isomorphism satisfying (1), (2) and (3). 

Note finally that vt, P depends on I and not just on/~l,v. 

Section 7. Analytic dependence on parameters 

In this section, we will let the diffeomorphism I of Section 6 depend analytically on a 
parameter, but keep the polynomial P fixed. 

LEMMA 7.1. Let  l~: C - D - o C - D  be a family o f  diffeomorphisms, analytic in A. I f  
PE ~d, then the induced Beltrami form i~,e=lh~,e is analytic in A. 

Proof. In the domain of q~v the Beltrami form/z~, e is 

/al~/az\ 
q ~ *  - -  

hence analytic in A if I is. 
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Elsewhere in C - K  e, #~,e is the pull-back by an iterate of  P of  the Beltrami-form 

above, still analytic in 2, and finally on Kp, we have p~,e=0, also analytic, [ ]  

In Proposition 6.1 we proved that to any given polynomial P E ~9 d and to any given 
diffeomorphism l: C - / ) - - - > C - / )  we can construct  another polynomial in ~d" Let  the 

polynomial P be given by a parameter  value (a, b), let 14: C-19---~C-[) be given. Set 

Vl~,e=VLp and aj, a=VLe(aj) , aa=(al, 4 . . . . .  ad_lA) and let b~ be determined by 

V~,e ~ P,,b ~ V ~  = P,x,b: 

PROPOSITION 7.2. I f  l 4 is a family o f  diffeomorphisms, analytic in 2, commuting 
with Po, then for  a given (a, b) E H x C  with P=Pa.b the map 2~-~VLp(Z) is analytic in 2 for  
all z and 2~-->(aa, b4) is analytic in 2. 

Proof. Set/~.e=/t(2) .  

Case (i): a=0.  If  a=0,  then P(z)=zd+b and the polynomial 

wu~) o P o w~)(z) =y~(zd +fla). 

Since wt,r ) fixes 0 and I, we have 

w~,(4)(P(O)) = ra t34 

w~,(a)(P(1)) = y~ (1+34). 

Since w~,~)(P(O))and w~,<z)(P(1)) are analytic in 2, it follows that y~ and t34 are 

analytic in )!, too. 

Case (ii): a4=O. If a+O, then consider the mapping 

lg fu(,t)(Z) = w~,(a)(Z)- ~ ~=1 w~,r 

which is analytic in 2 for all z. The critical points for the polynomial 
fuca) o p ofuu~])(z ) are fur centered at O. A polynomial with critical points a s centered 

at 0 has the form 

d 1 2 d d 2 l ) d - I  y(z + ( -  ) -d-~o2(a)z - + . . . + ( -  dad_l(a)Z+fl). 
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Suppose 

o p o f~)(z )  = y~(z a + ( -  1)2 ~ - 2  eE(tta) za-2 +'" ' + ( -  1)d-1 d (7 d _ 1 Z +fl~), 

where r = (a L ~ . . . . .  Otd-~,;t) = ( f~ )  (a ~) . . . . .  fut~) (ad-1) )" 
The critical values for the polynomial fu~)o P oj~]) are 

L<~)W%)) = y~aJ,~ +... + ~) .  

Since ctj,~ = fu~)(a) and fur are analytic in ~. and since there exists (i,33 such that 

ai4=a J and P(ai)*P(aj),  hence f~)(a i )*f~)(a j )  and f~t~)(P(ai))4=f~a)(P(a)), it follows that 
y~ and fl~ are analytic in ,~ too. 

On any open simply connected set A choose a branch of  the ( d -  1)-root of  ~ .  The 
map y]/r is an analytic function of  ). EA for every z. This is the new fF,r 

for 2 E A and all the mappings la 0 tpe oj~J) for 2 E A are tangent at oo to multiplication by 
a (d -1 ) th  root  of unity 6; compose  with z ~ 6 z .  

As a result we have shown that va, e(z) is analytic in 2 for all z and that the 
coefficients in the polynomial oa, e o p o v-  1 ~,v are analytic in 3~ too. [] 

Remark .  The conclusions in Proposition 7.2 are true for any P-invariant family e~, p 
of almost complex structures, analytic in ;t, where ea, e=cp~(ot) on U e. 

We did not use that  tyx, p = tr0 on Kp, only that ok, e is analytic in ~.. We will use this 
remark in Section 10. 

Section 8. Stretching and wringing the complex structure 

We shall now s tudy  a particular one-parameter family of  diffeomorphisms l~, which 
depend analytically on the parameter  ~. 

Let  G={Q+iOIo>O, 0 E R )  be the right halfplane. Then the map exp: G---~C-/) is a 
universal covering of  C - / ) .  

Let  G- ->~  2 be the map 

0] 
and let * be the composit ion in G corresponding to matrix multiplication in ~IR2, i.e. 
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(u + iv)-~(s + it) = us + i(vs + t) = (u +iv) s + it. 

Then (G, -~) is a group. For each ~ in G let fr G---~G be left multiplication by ~=s+it: 

fc(Q+iO) = so+i(to+O). 

This bijection projects to a diffeomorphism 

1r C-- / )-~,C-/) .  

Furthermore l~ commutes with Pe, and the dilatation ratio for or ~ constant, 
since the dilatation ratio of/~ is constant in the right haft plane. 

Remark. The family of  mappings l~ is a complete set of maps 

C - / ~  C - / )  

which commute with Po up to trivial maps in the following sense: any such mapping can 
be deduced from one of the form 

o+iO~  so+a(o)+i(O+to+#(O)) 

where a(do) = da(Q) and fl(dQ) = d~(Q). 
The map It changes the complex structure a 0 to ot by stretching and turning (i.e. 

wringing it). 
For a pure stretch (s~=l, t=O) the geometrical picture is simple. The family of 

infinitesimal ellipses, which defines o~, is the family of ellipses, where the major 
(minor) axes are along the radial lines if s < l  (s> 1 respectively), and where the ratio of 
the major to the minor axis equals 1/s (s respectively). The general statement is found in 
the following lemma. 

LEMMA 8.1. The family / ( C - / ) - - ~ C - / )  of  diffeomorphisms defined above is 

analytic in ~. The complex dilatation ratio for a t equals 

~ - l z  dz 
~ + l g  dg 

Proof. The coordinate u=o+iO is an analytic complex coordinate in the fight half 
plane. In this coordinate, l~(o+iO)=o~+iO, which is analytic in ~. Furthermore the 
complex dilatation ratio is the quotient of 
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air 1 /a i r  .alt~ =1(~._1 ) 

Olt_ 1 I_-~_ _-~l [Olt a/t'~=l(~ +1). 
Ou 2 ~ - i /  [] 

Let (a, b ) E H x C  be given and P=PJ, b. 
Let et, p be the P-invariant almost complex structure satisfying 

~q~( e~) on Up 
O't'P = [0" 0 o n  K e 

and corresponding to the Beltrami form/zt, e. 
As in the last section let Vt, e=Vtoe, aj, t=V~,p(a ) and let V~,eOPOv~le=P.~,b( We 

shall use the short notation Pt  for this polynomial, when it is clear what the omitted 
(a, b) is. 

By this construction we have obtained the important map, the wring operation 

r: Gx (HxC) -+  l l x C ,  

where r(~,(a, b))=(a t, bt). 

Remark. For ~= 1 the map / l= id ,  therefore ot.e=o0, vt, (., b)=id and al=a,  bt=b. 

PROPOSITION 8.2. Let (a, b)E H x C  and P=Pi, b. The Beltrami form #t.eis analytic 
in ~, and (a 0 bt) /s  analytic in ~. 

Proof. The analyticity ofg~,e follows from I_,r 7.1 and 8.1, and the analyticity 
of (a t, b~) follows from Proposition 7.2. [3 

PROPOSITION 8.3. If  ( a , b ) E H x C  is given such that P=P.,bEq~d, then a t=a  
and bt=b for all ~EG. 

Proof. The result follows from Proposition 8.2 and the straightening theorem in 
[D-H3], which says 

(a) every polynomial-like mapping f :  U'-* U of degree d is hybrid equivalent to a 
polynomial of degree d, 

Co) ff Kfis connected, then the polynomial is unique up to conjugation by an affine 
map. 
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The set K e is connected, since PE  qgd" The polynomials Pa~,br and Pa, b a r e  quasi- 

conformally equivalent by the conjugating map vr e, and ~ttr on K~, by construc- 
tion, i . e .  Pa~,b~ is hybrid equivalent to P~,b. The only other polynomials in ~d affine 

conjugated t o  Pa, b correspond to 6((av(l) . . . . .  av(d_l)), b) in HxC,  where v is a permuta- 
tion of 1,2 . . . . .  d - 1  and 6 is a (d-1) th  root of unity. Therefore a~equals 6a 
up to permutation and b~=6b. Since (a~, bl)=(a, b), it follows from the analyticity of 
(a~, b~) that (a~, b~)=(a, b) for all ~EG. [] 

We have now seen that the change in complex structure through lr does not change 
a polynomial in the connectedness locus ~d" It is quite a different matter with a 
polynomial outside qgd, as we shall see in the following proposition. Notice how s 
corresponds to stretching and t to turning. 

Recall that 

~i(a) = {(a, b) E 5e~lq),,b(P.,b(aj)) = rde'2~"}. 

Set 
1 

~J = {(a, b) E H • C -  %1 ha, b(ai) > d H(a, b)}, 

= {<a, b> ha, b(aj )  ---- log r} and 

Xr(a) = {(a, b) 6 ~Jl r b(P,, b(aj)) = ra e'2~}  9 

PROPOSITION 8.4. Let  (a, b) be given such that (a, b) E ~r or ~ respectively 
and let ~=s+itEG. Then 

(1) H(ar br b). 

6 ~ ( a  + -: L-1 t dlog r) (2) (ar br 
2 ~  

or ~ ( a + - ~  t dlogr) respectively. 

(3) For a f ixed (a,b) E H x C -  ~d the map ~ ~ (ar b~) is locally injective. 
(4) For a f ixed (a,b) 6 ~r(a) the map 

G---~ C-19 defined as ~--~ qgat, br162 

is a universal covering. 
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Proof. Let P=Pa, b and Pr b~" It follows from the proof of Proposition 8.2 that 

q0p~ = !r o q0 e o v~. 1. 

Let zE U e and qge(z)=e~176 then 

Therefore 

and since 

it follows that 

9p(Vr e(Z)) = 1r (e ~176 = e '~176176 

ha~, b~(V~,e(Z)) = S ha, b(Z) for all z E C, 

ha' b(aJ) > d ha' b(ak) 

1 h h% b~(aj,r > d % b~(ak" ~)" 

With qh,(P(a))=rde 2~ia we have especially that 

cper % be(a j, r = r ~d ei(t d log r+ 2~a). 

The properties follow from the above expression for qg. [] 

PROPOSITION 8.5. The subset ~ ( a )  o f  ~J is a closed complex smooth hypersur- 
face; in particular fo r  d=3 it is a Riemann surface. 

Proof. The map ~J: ~---~C-/), ~J(a, b)=q0a, b(Pa, b(aj)) is analytic and a submersion, 
since for each (a,b) the map G---~C-/) in Proposition 8.4 (4) has non-vanishing 
derivative. The result follows from the implicit function theorem. [] 

We shall now show another fundamental property for the wring operation 
~: Gx(HxC)--*HxC. 

PROPOSITION 8.6. The map z is a group action, i.e. it satisfies 

r(r/,(r(r b))) = r(r/*~,(a, b)). 

12-888286 Acta Mathematica 160. Imprim~ le 20 mai 1988 
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Proof. This proposition really reflects the equality l~ o l~=l~.~. In order to make the 

proof more transparent, we will think of polynomials as pairs (f, o), where f." {~--->(~ is a 
quasi-conformal mapping of degree d (typically a polynomial) with f-l(oo)= oo, and o is 
anf-invariant complex structure. To define an element of H x C  in this way, we need in 
addition to label the critical points and to choose one of the 9-mappings. Of course, 
passing from this description to actual polynomials requires the measurable Riemann 
mapping theorem. 

From this point of view, if P is a polynomial and tpe the corresponding local 
coordinate near infinity, then 

r(~, P) = (P, or p), 

where Or is the complex structure q~,(or o, extended by a 0 to Kp. Note 
that cp~r162 o Cpp in this description. Now the proposition follows from the following 

chain of equalities: 

r(~, r(r/, P)) = r(~,(P, O~,p)) = (P, (l~ o qgp)* o~) = (e, (1~ o l~ o Cpp)* o o) 

= (P, (l~.~ o tpv)* o0) = (P, (qg~ (o~.r 

where we have omitted "extended by o0" in several places. [] 

COROLLARY 8.7. The fol lowing restrictions o f  the map r: G x ( H x C ) - e H x C  are 
bijections : 

1 td logr)  r:  { s + it} x ~gJ(a)--* ~ (a+ 2z~ 

I td logr )  z: {s+it)  X ~tJ~(ct) ~ ~I~ (ct+ 2---~ 

r:  (0, oo) x b~,--> H x C - ~  d 

for  every r> l ,  every s+i tEG,  every a E T = R / Z .  

Proof. All the properties above follow from the fact r is a group action, and that 
elements in a group have inverses. [] 

We shall prove in Section 13 for cubic polynomials that ~ ( a )  is analytically 
isomorphic to D and that ad{(a) is analytically isomorphic to 3 closed discs identified at 

one boundary point, a trefoil clover. 
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Section 9. Continuity on the structural stability set 

Theorem 9.1 about continuity of the wring operation r is the core of this paper. Up to 
now, everything works for polynomials of any degree I>2. In fact, the statement of 
Theorem 9.1 also makes sense in any degree; unfortunately, it is most likely false if 
d>3. It is still quite possible that 

H: H X C -  ~d---' R+ 

is a fibration, but we do not know how to prove it. 

THEOREM 9.1. The map r :  GX(C2-C-~2)---> C2 is continuous. 

Remark.  The map r: Gx  qgd--->Cgd is of course continuous, since it is just the second 
projection map. But it is most likely that the map r: Gx C2---~C 2 is not continuous. In 
[D-H3] there is an example of non-continuity for a family of cubic polynomials but in a 
different set up and with a different choice of complex structure. 

The proof of Theorem 9.1 is inspired from [D-H3]. The proof is divided into two 
parts, following the Marie-Sad-Sullivan decomposition of H •  d. In [M-S-S] two 
decompositions of the parameter space are introduced. In [D-H3] the first decomposi- 
tion is considered, while here the second one. 

Let ~dCH X C -  ~d denote the set of points (a 0, b 0) E H • C -  qgd for which P.0, bo is 

structurally stable, i.e. the set of points (a0, b0) for which there exists a neighborhood A 
in H x C-cs  d such that if (a, b)E A then P., b and P~0, b0 are quasi-conformally equivalent. 

In [M-S-S] and [S] it is shown that 

(1) ~a is open and dense in H x C - ~  a. 
(2) A neigborhood A and a family of quasi-conformal mappings tO.,b: t~--->C can be 

chosen such that 
(i) to~o,b0=id 

(ii) P., boo)., b=W., bOP.o ' bo 
(iii) OJ.,b(Z) is analytic in (a, b) and quasi-coo_formal in z, with dilatation ratio 

bounded by a constant independent of (a, b) E A. 
In the first  part  of the proof, which is the content of this section, we shall prove the 

continuity of r at points (~(a, b)) were (a, b) E ~d" This holds in any degree d~>2. 
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In the second part of the proof, which is the content of  the next section, we shall 
restrict to cubic polynomials and assume that r is not continuous at a point (~(a, b)). We 
show that this implies that (a, b) E ~ ,  in contradition with the first part. 

First an easy observation about  the set ~a. 

LEMMA 9.2. For any ( a , b ) E H x C ,  where ai=ajfor  some i~-j, (a, b ) ~  a. 

Proof. For every (a, b) E H x C -  ca d with ai=a ~ for some i * j  there are points (r in 

H x  C - c a  d arbitrary close to (a, b) such that a i*a  j for every i4:j. But no such polynomial 
P~,~ can be conjugated to Pa, b. [] 

In this section we will use part (c) of  the Measurable Riemann Mapping Theorem. 
In order to emphasize the dependence on (a, b) we shall in the following use the 
notation oF, ca, b)= oF, e , /~,  ~a, b)=/~e(~), U~. ~a, b)= Ue(~), where P=Pa,  b" 

PROPOSITION 9.3. On the open set ffl d the Beitrami forms  I~r converge to 

/~r in the Ll-norm on any compact  set as (~,(a, b))---~(~0,(a 0, b0)). 

Proof. The proof  of  Proposition 12 in [D-H3] can be copied. The inclusion relating 
the two M-S-S decomposit ions makes it actually easier for the second decomposition, 
which is the one considered here. [] 

PROPOSITION 9.4. For every (a, b) in the open set ~d and for  every ~EG, z E C  the 

map (~, a, b, z)~-->vr b)(z) is continuous at (~, a, b, z) and (ar br depends continuously 

on (r b)). 

Proof. Recall from Lemma 2 that 

~o-1 
IlU~o,r = ~0+1 " 

Therefore to every bounded neighborhood E = G  of  ~0 there is a K such that 

Ilur162 K< 1 

for all (~ , (a ,b ) )EEx~ t  d. Hence  w~,~,r depends continuously on (~,(a, b)) and z. 
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Proposition 9.4 follows now easily by copying the proof of Proposition 7.2 in case (ii). 
The case (i) is ruled out by Lemma 9.2. [] 

This ends the proof of the first part of Theorem 9.1: 

r: GX~d----~ C 2 - ( ~  d 

is continuous. 

Section 10. Continuity for cubic polynomials 

In this section we shall only consider cubic polynomials, and prove the second part of 
Theorem 9.1. 

Assumptions and notation. Suppose r is not continuous at (~0,(ao, b0)). Then there 
exists a sequence (~n,(a,, b,)) in Gx(C2-~3) converging to (~0,(a0, b0)), but such that 
r(~,(a~, b,)) does not converge to r(r b0) ). 

Let 0 .=or  P,,=Pa.,b., ~n=qg,,.,b, K . = K e ,  ~ ~n=,U~,v(an, b,, ) and let P=P%,bo, 
/t =/tr b0r Furthermore set o n o p .  o v~ 1 = Q. = (p,,)r 

The family (v.) of quasi-conformal mappings has bounded dilatation ratio since 
r162 Therefore it is possible to extract a converging subsequence of (v.) converging 
to O=l=v~o,~,,o, b0)" Let the parameters for the induced polynomial Q=0 o p o  0 -1 be denoted 

by (fi, fi) where fi=0(a). Then (fi,/~)=~r(~0,(a0, b0) ) by assumption. We may assume 
convergence for the original sequence, so vn--*O. 

The steps in the proof. (1) The almost complex structure oa=0*(Oo), corresponding 
to the Beltrami form ki, is P-invariant and oa=q0~(or ) on Ue (Lemma 10.1). The Bel- 

trami form/i l=/~-  # is therefore also P-invariant and aat=a0=q0~(ao) on U e. 

(2) The normalized analytic isomorphism Oal: (t~, ort)---~(C, a0) induces the polyno- 

mial Prl with parameters (art, bat), where aal=oat(a ). The parameters (art, bat ) are 
different from (a0, bo) (Lemma 10.2). 

(3) Each member in the two-parameter family of Beltrami forms v(~, n)=ge(~)+r//i l 
- * U e. The normalized analytic isomorphism is P-invariant and ov~, 7)-q~176 on 

v~, ~,e : ( (~, ~ ,  ~) ~ ( ~, oo) 
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induces the polynomial P(r ~). The set of parameters for the polynomials P(c, ~) contains a 
neighborhood A of (ao, b o) in C2-~3. For each (a, f l )EA the polynomial P~,~ is by 
construction quasi-conformally equivalent to P~0,bo (Lemma 10.3), i.e. (a0, b0)E ~3. 

LEMMA 10. I. The complex structure o#=O*(o o) is P-invariant, and o#=r 

on U e. The map 0 : ((2, era)-->((2, Oo) is the normalized analytic isomorphism. 

Proof. We shall prove that 0:((2, o~)--->((2, o 0) satisfies (1), (2), (3) in Proposition 6.1 

with l=l~. 

Since vn(oo)=oo, we have 0(oo)=oo. The polynomial Q=lim Qn is monic and has no 

term of degree 2, i.e. Q is a polynomial in ~3. From the commutative diagram 

(C, oa) P , (C, oa) 

~ l~ 0 (~, Oo) , (e,  oo) 

it follows that the complex structure tra is P-invariant: at any point z E C-UP-n(f~| we 
have 

P*(a~(P(z))) = (0 -1 o Q o 0)* [0*(0(P(z)))] 

= o* o 0.* [Oo(O.(o(z))] = o*(ao(O(z)) = % ( z ) .  

On C - / )  we have that a n converges to e~0. Since q% converges to q0 e uniformly on 

every compact subset of U e we have that/an=cp*(a n) converges to/z=q0~(er on U e. 

From this and from C - K e c l i m ~ o ( C - K  n) it follows that/~n converges to # uniformly 

on every compact subset of C - ( K  e U LIP-n(~| 
Furthermore/z=/~ on C - ( K  e tJ LIP-n(f~| since % =v*(a 0) converges uniformly 

to oa=0*(o 0) on every compact subset of C - ( K  e U I.JP-n(~,o)). Hence 

a~=q0~(a~o) on U e. 
The map l~oqgeov~ 1 converges uniformly to l~ooq)eoO-I on every compact subset 

of U e, hence the map l~oOq~eoO-~ is tangent to the identity at oo. [] 
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From the remark after the proof of Proposition 6.1 it follows that for P~0 and bi 

given as above, the map 0: ((~, oz)--->((~, o 0) is unique. 

Let #=u(z)d~/dz and ft=a(z)d~/dz. Then 

0 o n  C-(Kp U UP-n(f~| 
(t(z)-u(z)= u(z) on K e 

The form i~=[~(z)-u(z)]d~/dz is a P-invariant Beltrami form with bounded dilatation 
ratio. Once again we shall use the remark at the end of Section 6. Since 
% =o0=tP~(o 0) on Up, the complex structure is not changed at all on Up, so that it 

corresponds to I being the identity on C-Z). No matter what/~1 is on Kp, there exists a 
unique analytic isomorphism v#,: (C, oa~)--~(l~, o 0) satisfying (1), (2), (3). Let 

Notice that 

P/Jl = V'/Jl 0 P o Oja-ll. 

~0p = ~0p o v~- 1 

on v~,(Up), and let (a~, b~,) be the parameters for Par whereaa=va~(a). 

LEMMA 10.2. (a#~, b#)~:(a 0, b0). 

Proof. Assume (aa,ba,)=(ao, bo). We shall show that this implies (tL/~)= 

r(~0,(a0, b0)), in contradiction with the assumption. 
If (aa~, ba,)=(a0, b0), then P;,=P and the quasi-conformal mapping va~ satisfies P=  

v;,oeovT~, l and (~]21~--~./~1(o'0) by definition. At any point in (2-(KpUUP-n(Q| 
we have that %=Oo=V~(o o) such that v#~ restricted to (?.-(KpU UP-n(f~| is analytic 

with respect to the standard complex structure. Furthermore q~e=q0 e o v~ 1 in a neighbor- 

hood of oo. Therefore va~ is the identity in that neighborhood of oo, hence the identity on 

C-Kp. 
It is now clear that v~: (C, o~)--,(1~, %) is analytic: on  C-Kp the map v~, is the 

identity and/~=p, and/~ equals/~1 on Kp. Look at the following commutative diagram 
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%1 1% P ((:, %) , %) 
%1 I P~o (C, o0) , (r o0) 

The map V~oOV~:(C,%)--->(C,oo) is an analytic isomorphism and it fulfills the 

normalizing condit ions (1), (2) and (3) with l=lr Therefore Vr a n d a =  

0(a)= V~o(ao). Hence (~, ~)= r(~0(a0, b0) ). [] 

Let  v(~, ~/)=/z(~)+r//~ 1 with CE G and r/ED1/I[a,II ~. Let  v(r r/)=u(~, ~?)ds as Bel- 
trami form. It means  that  

~u(~)(z) on C-(KpUUP-n(~ |  
u(~, rl) (z) = [ rl a(z) on g e 

The Beltrami form v(r ~/) is obviously P-invariant. The dilatation ratio for v(~, r/) is 
bounded by the max imum of I(~-1)/(r I and I lltalll , For each (r let vr162 e 
denote the normalized analytic i somorphism vr162 ~),e: (C, crv<r r a0), and let Pr162 ~) 
denote the induced polynomial  vr162 ~),v o P o v ~ ) ,  e. Let  (ar162 ~), br r be the parameters  
for Pr162 ar162162162162 ). Then (a 0, b0)=(ar ), b<l,0)) and (aa~, b~)=(ar ), br 

The family of Beltrami forms v(~, r/) is analytic in (r r/), since u(r r/) (z) is analytic in 
(r r/) for all z E C-UP-~(f~|  F rom Proposit ion 7.2 and the remark after that  it follows, 
that vr162 is analytic in (r r/) for all z0 and that ar162 are analytic in (r 
Fur thermore  it follows from Proposit ion 8.4 that  the map (~, r/0)~(ar162 ' r br162 r for each 

fixed r/0 is locally injective. It follows from L e m m a  10.2 that the map 
(1,r/)---~(ar br is non-constant ,  since it is analytic in r/ and the values differ for 
r/=0 and r/= 1. With these proport ies  it follows (see L e m m a  10.3), that the map is open 
at (1,0), i.e. all polynomials  near P are quasi-conformally conjugate to P. 

L~Mraa 10.3. /ff. '(C2,(0,0))-->(C2,(0,0)) is an analytic map with f (0 ,  0) = (0, 0), 
f ( C •  {0})~(C• {0}), f({0} •  •  and if the restriction to one coordinate axis is 
injective and the restriction to the other is non-constant, then f is open at (0, 0). 
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Proof. Denote (0, 0)=0. The hypothesis implies that 0 is an isolated point off-l(0). 
ff we take a small sphere surrounding 0 and consider its image under f ,  we may assume 
that the image does not contain 0 and hence has an enclosing number. This number 
must be positive, and the neighborhood of 0 where it is positive is in the image. [] 

This ends the proof of Theorem 9.1. [] 

Remark. One could, in degrees higher than 3, hope for a theorem similar to 
Theorem 9.1 about continuity outside the locus of polynomials with connected Julia 
set. However there are two places in the proof of Theorem 9.1, where it is essential that 
the degree d=3: 

(1) In degree 3 we never have to consider points (~,(a, b)) where Pa, bE a~3, where 

in degree d>3 we would have to consider polynomials in H x C - ~  d which have a 

polynomial-like restriction equivalent to a polynomial in 0~ 3. 

(2) We use one variable ~ to vary the complex structure outside K e and another 

variable r/to vary the complex structure inside K e, i.e. the number of variables equals 

the dimension of ~3. 

Chapter HI. The global topology of the parameter space 

Introduction 

In this chapter we will collect all the threads from the earlier parts of the paper. The 
mapping r provides a section of H, showing that H is a trivial fibration. For large r we 
have shown that the fibers are spheres, so they all are. This result will be crucial in 
Section 13, because it will allow us to use a theorem of Alexander's that says that if a 
torus is nicely embedded in S 3, one side at least is unknotted. Using this result, we can 
understand the topology of the dynamically defined Riemann surfaces of equation 

~0+-(a, b) = constant; 

where ~o-+(a, b)=~%, b(Pa, b(+a)) (cf. Section 8, Proposition 8.5). 

Of course these equations are quite transcendental, and the curves they define are 
a priori mysterious, 

For cubic polynomials we shall use 

( + a , - a )  = (a 1, a2), 
and similarly 5e~, ~-+, o~, ~ ( a )  for 6e~, etc. 
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Section 11. Fibrations 

THEOREM 11.I. The map  H:C2-C~3--->(0,~176 is a trivial fibration 

H-l(r)=bD r is homeomorphic to the 3-dimensional sphere S 3. 

and each fiber 

CONJECTURE. The map H: HxC-c~d---~(0, 0o) is a trivial fibration for any d~2. 

Proof. Let  r > l  be chosen arbitrarily. Let  Tr:(0,0o)Xb~r~C2-~r be the map 

Tr(u, (a, b))=r(u/log r,(a, b)). Then the following diagram commutes 

rr , 

(0, oo) 

where ~t I is the projection onto the first factor. The map T r is a bijection (Corollary 

8.7), it is continuous (Theorem 9.1) and the inverse map T~ -1 is also continuous since for 

any (a, b)E C2-(~ 3 we have T71(a, b)=(H(a, b), r(logr/H(a, b), (a, b))). Therefore T r is a 

trivialization for each r. 
It follows from Theorem 5.7 that 5e r is homeomorphic to S 3 for r sufficiently large, 

hence for all r>  1. [] 

COROLLARY 11.2. The connectedness locus ~3 is cell-like; in particular qg3 is con- 

tractible. 

Proof. Each of the spheres 5e r is collared, since it is one fiber of a fibration. Thus 

each bounds a ball by the Schoenfiiess theorem [Br]. Therefore the connectedness 
locus is a nested intersection of  balls. [] 

Remark. The proof of  Theorem 11.1 works for quadratic polynomials as well and 
gives another proof  of part of  Theorem 2.1: The map H:C-M---~(0, ~)  is a trivial 
fibration and each f b e r  H-l(r)=Se r is homeomorphic to S I. 

Let  r > l  be given. Let  ~• be the map defined by ~p• 
cpe(P(+a)), where P=P~.b, and let ~p~: S/~---~S l be the map defined by 
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PROPOSITION 11.3. 
topological fibrations. 
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~p~(a, b) = ~p+-(a, b) 
I~P-+(a, b)l 

The maps ~p +-: ~+---->C-s and ~p~: St~---~S l are locally trivial 

Proof. We will only give the argument for ~p +. Consider the pullback (exp)* ~ e+ to 
the universal covering space exp: G---~C-/), giving a commutative diagram 

( e x p ) * ~  , ~ -  

1 exp 1 
G , C - / )  

Using exactly the same argument as in Theorem I 1.1, we see that 

(exp)* ~+ ~ G 

is a trivial fibration, and hence that 

~o+ .._> C - / )  

is locally trivial. [] 

In Section 13 we shall show that each fiber ~,-(a) in the fibration ~p~: ~---->S ~ is 
homeomorphic to a disc and that each fiber ~ ( a )  in the fibration ~p-+: 5e~--->S 1 is ho- 
meomorphic to three closed discs with one boundary point in common, a trefoil clover. 

Section 12. The structure of  the fiber (Part 1) 

It is not so easy to prove that the fiber ~r+(a) in the fibration ~+: ;Le+---~C-/) is 
homeomorphic to a disc. The proof we give requires some heavy machinery from 
topology, given in the next section, together with the results of this section. 

Let ~+ be the biggest subset of ~ consisting of values (a, b) so that the ~ map is 
defined on both critical values. More specifically, let 

~+ = { (a, b) E ~+,l ~ log r< h a, b(-- a) < 3 log r }, 

and 
~+(a) = ~,+ n ~ ( a ) .  
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The restriction of the fibration ~p~+: ~ ~ S ~ to g~ is of course a fibration, since the 
trivializing map T r in the proof of Theorem 1 I. 1 only involves turning without stretch- 

ing so that the level of ha, b(--a) is maintained. Thus to understand the topology of the 
fibers we can restrict our attention to :~7(0) and with a large r if necessary. 

Let A={zE Clr<lz[ < rg}, and let us denote 

the mapping 

F: a 

~p-((a, b)) = qg a, b(Pa, o(--a)) 

restricted to ~ ( 0 ) ;  then F is analytic. 

LEM~A I2.1. The map F is proper, hence ~7(0) is a finite ramified covering space 
of A. 

Proof. The subsets 

{z CIc$ Izl 

of A with }log r< log Cl< log r< log c2<3 log r exhaust A by compact sets, so it is enough 

to prove that their inverse images are compact. Clearly the inverse image is 

{(a, b) E g~+(0) I log c I ~< ha, b(-a)  ~< log c2) 

which is compact. [] 

So the question becomes: what finite ramified cover is it? In order to answer this 
question, we need a bit of notation. 

First, let us denote o 1 and 02 the segments of the real axis 

ol-- { z l r < z < r  ~} and 0"2= {zlr3<z<rg}.  

Define 

w: ~q(A- {r3))--* Z/3 

to be the mapping which takes a loop in A - { r  3} and gives the class rood 3 of the 
winding number of the loop around r 3. Since Z/3 is abelian, we do not need to worry 
about base points. 
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\ 
r 9 

Fig. 12.1 

Let B--->A be the ramified covering space corresponding to the kernel of w, and let 
b E B be the unique point above r3; see Figure 12.1. 

THEOREM 12.2. The map F: Zr+(0)-->A lifts to an isomorphism F: ~r+(O)--->B. 

Proof. The proof will require 2 lemmas and 2 propositions. We will show that 
exists (Proposition 12.4 and 12.5) and that it is of degree 1 (Lemma 12.3 and 12.6 and 
Proposition 12.5). Since an analytic map proper of degree 1 between Riemann surfaces 
is an isomorphism, this proves the result. 

LEMMA 12.3. The s e t  F - l ( r  3) consists o f  a single point  z. This point is on the 
complex line o f  equation a=O, and 3;+(0) is transverse to the line at z. 

Proof. At any point (a, b) of F-l(r3), we have 

9a, b(Pa, b(+a)) = q~a, ~(Pa, b(--a)) = r3" 
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In particular, Pa, b(+a) = Pa, b(--a), SO it follows from Proposition 2.3 that a=0. But for 
the polynomials of the form z3+b, there is a "Mandelbrot set" M 3 and it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that the value of the corresponding ~p-map at the critical value specifies 
the polynomial uniquely if it is not in M 3. 

In fact, the proof goes by showing that b~--~q00.b(b) is an isomorphism 

C-M3--->C-/5, in particular the derivative does not vanish. This proves the desired 

transversality. [] 

PROPOSITION 12.4. The mapping F: Z+(0)- {z} --*A- {r 3} lifts to a proper mapping 
P: :z~+ (o)- {z} --,B- {b}. 

Proof. This is an application of the homotopy lifting criterion: we need to show 
that 

w o F , :  ~(~r+(0)  - { Z } ) ~ Z / 3  

is the zero-map, i.e. that if ~ is any loop on ~Zr+(0)--{Z}, then F(V) winds around r 3 a 

number of times which is divisible by 3. 

Step I. Suppose (a, b) E Z~+(0)- {z} satisfies F(a, b) EA-(o~ O o2). We define a 

function cl(a, b) E Z/3 as follows: 
Let fl be the angle of the exterior ray passing through P(-a) and let fll be the angle 

of the exterior ray landing on +2a. This is one of the thirds offl  and since F(a, b) is not 
real and positive then fll lies in one of the sectors (0,I/3), (1/3, 2/3) or (2/3,1). Define 

cl(a, b) according to which sector it belongs to. 

Step 2. Let I=[0,1] and 6:I---,Z~+(0)-{z) be a path such that Fo6 crosses or 1 

exactly once transversally, and does not cross o 2. Then cl(6(0))=cl(6(1)). 

This is best seen from looking at the 3 pictures in Figure 12.2, representing the 
dynamical plane just before the intersection, at the moment of intersection, and just 
after the intersection. There are two other analogous sets of pictures, depending on 
which thirds of 0 meet at +a,  or equivalently which lift of o I is being crossed. We leave 

to the reader the care of drawing them. 
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0( a 0 0 

Fig. 12.2 

Step 3. Let I=[0,1] and 6: I ~ , + ( 0 )  - {z} be a path such tha t fo  6 crosses o 2 exactly 

once transversaUy in the positive direction, and does not cross al. Then 

c1(6(1))=c1(6(0))+ 1. 

Again this is best seen from looking at the 3 pictures in Figure 12.3. As above, 
there are two other analogous sets of pictures, left to the reader. 

Now the result of Lemma 12.4 is straightforward. Any element of zq(~+(0)-(z}) 

can be represented by a smooth loop whose image under F intersecs the positive real 
axis transversally. Since the class at the beginning of the loop must be the same as at 
the end, the algebraic number of intersections of F(y) with o 2 must be divisible by 3. 

The map # is proper since the subsets in B above the subsets of A 

I/3 x/3 

0 0 0 

2 

33 2/~'~ - - - ~ /  2/3 =33 

Fig. 12.3 
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cl Izt 
exhaust B by compact sets. [] 

PROPOSITION 12.5. The mapping F: ~+(0)-{z} ~ B - { b }  extends analytically to a 
mapping 1~: ~+(O)---~B of  degree 1. 

Proof. Step I. The mapping /~:~+(0)-(z}---~B-{b} extends continuously to 

/~: ~+(0) ~ B  since of (a n, b n) converges to z=(0, b 0) then F(a n, b n) converges to r 3 and 

t h e r e f o r e  F(an, bn) converges to b. Hence F has a removable singularity at z. 

The degree can be computed at any point and for any value of r> l ;  we will of 
course choose the point z. Proposition 12.5 follows if we can prove that F~+(0)---~A has 

local degree 3 at z for r sufficiently large. The degree 3 follows from the assertions in 
step 2 and 3: 

Step 2. If (a, b) follows a small loop going around z once in Zr+(0) then Pa, b(-a) 
turns 3 times around Pa, b(+a). 

This follows from the transversality in Lemma 12.3, since the number above will 
be the same for any loop on a curve transverse to the line a=0. For the curve 
b=b o, where z=(0,b 0) 

Pa, bo(-a)=2a3+bo and Pa, bo(+a)=--2aa+bo, 

so the winding number above is 3 in that case. 

Step 3. Along the same loop as above, q)a,b(Pa, b(--a)) t u r n s  3 times around 

q~ a,b(P a, b( +a))=?. 

This is because tpa ,b is a homeomorphism close to the identity for r sufficiently 

large. A proof will follow from the purely topological Lemma 12.6. In order to state the 
lemma we need some notation: 

Let D c C  be a disc, and let ~={q~t}tet0,11 be a family of injective mappings 

tpt:D---~C depending continuously to tE[0,1] with tp0=tp~. Then we can define 

deg  9 = ind (q~t(x)-q)t(Y)) where ind measures the winding number around 0, and x, y E D 

are any distinct points. Clearly deg  9 does not depend on the choice of x and y. 
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LEMMA 12.6. I f  x( t ) ,y ( t )  are points of D with x(t)#y(t) for all tE(0,1] and 
x(0)=x(1), y(0)=y(1), then 

ind (cPt(x(t))-cpt(y(t))) = deg  9 + ind (x(t)-y(t)). 

Proof. Consider 

W: [0, 1] • [0, 1]---~C- (0} with W(s, t) = q~t(x(s))-cpt(y(s)); 

then W is a continuous mapping with W(0, 0)=qs(0, 1)=tlJ(1, 1). The winding number of 
W restricted to the diagonal is the same as the winding number of W restricted to 
{0)x[0,1]U[0,1]x{1}, but the first is ind(cp,(x(t))-cpt(y(t)) and the second is 

deg ~ +  ind (x(t)-y(t)). This ends the proof of Lemma 12.6. [] 

In our case choose r large enough so that Ib01>12 r. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that 

q0a. b is defined for all z such that Izl~>12r. Choose a disc D around b 0 and satisfying 

Izl~>12 r for z E D. If the loop t~-->(a(t), b(t)) around (0, b 0) in ~r+(0)is chosen sufficiently 

small so points 

x ( t )  = P(a(t), b(O)(--a( t ) )  and y(t) = P(a(t) ,b(t))(-ha(t))  

will be in D, and q3t-~-qg(a(t),b(t) ) then step 3 follows. 
Cleady if the local degree of F is 3, then the local degree of F is 1, finally proving 

Proposition 12.5. 

Consider the map 

h-:Zr+--->(~logr, 31ogr) with h-(a,b)=ha.b(-a). 

Note that the restriction of ~pr + to 

{(a, b) E ~,+lh-(a, b) = log s} 

is a fibration over a circle, since the trivialization map 7", in the proof of Theorem I 1.1, 

as mentioned earlier, maintains the level of ha, b(--a). Using Theorem 12.1 we know the 

fibers for different values of s; let the circles Izl--s 4 in A be oriented counterclockwise 
and give their inverse images in ~r + the induced orientation. Then we have the 

following corollary of Theorem 12.2: 

13-888286 Acta Mathematica 160. Imprim6 le 20 mai 1988 
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COROLLARY 12.7. The level curve for h-: ~r+(0)---> (~ Iogr, 31ogr) at level logs is 

one oriented simple closed curve, three oriented simple closed curves with one point in 
common (the boundary of  a trefoil clover leaf) or three oriented simple closed curves if  
s is less than, equal to or greater than r respectively. 

PROPOSITION 12.8. The level surface {(a, b)E ~+lh-(a, b)=log s} is homeomorphic 
to a torus for s:~r in (r 1/3, r3). 

Proof. If log r<log s<3 log r, the set above is a toms, since it is a bundle of oriented 
circles over a circle. 

Of course the same is true if ~log r<  log s<  log r by exchanging the role of +a  and 
- - a .  [ ]  

Remark. The mapping W- restricted to {(a, b) E Z,+lh-(a, b)=logs} with ~logr< 

log s < log r is a fibration over a circle, with fiber three oriented circles. Proposition 12.8 
says that this is a non-trivial fibration; the three circles permute circularly when 
followed around the base. 

PROPOSITION 12.9. (a) The mapping ~2+~ : ~ t3 St~---~S l is a bundle o f  boundaries o f  

clover leaves; its monodromy is a circular permutation. 
(b) The mapping p=(~+,~0~-): S/~r fl,5~-r----~StxS ! is a triple covering of  the torus 

S I x S  1 ramified along the diagonal A. 

Beware that ramified is used in a non standard way, since A c S l x S  ~ is a curve, not 
a point, so that this triple cover has a circle covering A once, along which six surfaces 
meet, see Figure 12.4. 

Proof. For part (a), we have seen all but the monodromy. The mapping 

:Z, +--, s 

is a bundle of discs with 3 holes, and we have seen that the monodromy permutes the 
holes circularly. Since the lobes of the clover leaves each surround one hole, they must 
permute as the holes do. 

(b) By Corollary 12.7 the fiber of ~p+: ~ ,  n b~, ---,S ~ above a consists of 3 circles 
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joined at a point z a. The mapping ~0~- restricts to such a fiber by mapping each circle 

homeomorphically to S 1 and ~0r(Z~)=a. Thusp-l(a, fl) consists of  3 points above any 

point (a, fl) E s l x s  I with ctaFfl and of  one point za if a=fl. 
The fact that p: b'~/flS/~-~-p-l(A)-->slxSI-A is a covering map follows from the 

fact that the restrictions of  ~0r + and ~p~- to S~r n 5'~-, - p - l ( A )  are fibrations with trans- 

verse fibers. [] 

Section 13. The structure of  the fiber (Part 2) 

In this section we shall prove that the fibers of  the fibration 

~p+: ~+ ~ C - / )  

are homeomorphic  to discs, and that the fibers of  the fibration 

+ 

are homeomorphic to 3 closed discs with one boundary point in common, a trefoil clover 
leaf. 

First we shall prove that a certain subset S~ r of  C 2 -  qg3 is homeomorphic  to S 3 for r 

sufficiently large. 
The function H is defined symmetrically with respect  to + a  and - a .  In order  to 

use Proposition 12.7 we shall define a function similar to H,  but not symmetrical  in + a  
and - a .  Le t  

/-l(a, b) = sup {ha.b(+a), ha, b(--a)- log2}. 

The constant log 2 is not essential, any constant  different from 0 would do. 
For  r <  1 set 
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~r = {(a, b) ~ C 2 -  %l/~(a, b) = log r}, 

= {(a, b) E 5?rlha, b(+a) = log r} and 

= {(a, b) E ~rlh~, b(-a) = log 2r}. 

Note that S~r C~f~/ if r>X/-2-, that 5~r Cb'~22r and that 

,~, c {(a, b) E C z-  ~g3(log r <~ n(a,  b) ~ log 2r}. 

It follows from Proposition 12.8 that 5~r n ~ is a toms. 

PRoeosIT~ON 13.1. There exists an r o such that ~,--S3 for  any r>-r o. 

The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 5.6. The following 2 
Lemmas are similar to Proposition 5.1 and 5.5. 

LEMMA 13.1. For each (a, b)*(0,0) the function/-~r0)~,b(t)) is increasing in t for  t 

sufficiently large. 

LEMMA 13.2. There exists a t o such that for  all (a, b)E ff~r with r>-I 1 the function 

I:1(~, b(t)) is increasing in t for  all t ~ t  o. 

For r>~r o we therefore have a torus ~ n ~ embedded in a 3-sphere 6e r. This is 

exactly the situation dealt with in a theorem by J. W. Alexander, for a proof see [All. 
Nowadays one can give an easier proof using the loop theorem. 

THEOREM. I f  f: T-->S 3 is a differentiable embedding, then S3- f (T )  has two con- 
nected components, and at least one o f  them is homeomorphic to a solid torus. 

Consider the fibrations 

The first one is defined for r>X/-2-. 
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TnEOREU 13.2. Both ~ and ~ are homeomorphic to a solid torus. Each fiber in 

the fibration ~O+r: @-->S 1 is homeomorphic to a closed disc, and each fiber in the 

fibration ~P2r: ~ --~Sa is homeomorphic to three closed discs. Each fiber in the fibra- 
~ n s  ~p +-: ~---~C , D  is horneomorphic to an open disc. 

Proof. Let  r>-r o. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for r>-r o, since ~0+-: ~ - - - ~ C - / )  
are fibrations. 

Let  F~=(~0r+)-~(1)and F~-r=0p~-)-l(1) denote the fibers over 1 in the fibrations 

~p,+: fi;~/---~S 1, ~0~: ,5~-~ ---~S l respectively. Choose  a base point xoEF+~ nF~r 

Assume that S~ is homeomorphic  to a solid toms.  Then apply the long exact 

homotopy-sequence to the fibraticm ~p~:b;'~/--~S 1 

... ~ ~2(S ~, 1)-~ ~,(Fr +, Xo)-~ ~1(5~r, Xo) ( ~ r ) *  + jrl(Sl ' l)--~ ~l~o(e:, XO)--~ ... 

{0} z z 

using that 0p,+). is an isomorphism, we get :rI(F~/, xo)= (0).  Therefore Fr + is a contract- 

ible compact  surface with boundary,  i.e. homeomorphic to a closed disc. Then 
~t~/(0) and any ~-o (a) is homeomorphic  to an open disc. By symmetry any ~-Q (a) is 

homeomorphic to a disc, in particular ~-22r(0)- AS a concequence F2r is homeomorphic 
to 3 closed discs and ~ is homeomorphic  to a solid torus. 

Assume that S~r is homeomorphic to a solid torus. Then apply the long exact 

homotopy-sequence to the fibration ~p~:S~r --->S 1 

- - ,  _ ---> :r2(S l , 1)---> :rl(F2r, Xo) :rl(S~r, x o) :rI(S 1 , 1) ---~ :ro(F2r, Xo) ----> Zt0(S~r, X o) 

(0} z z (0} 

using that (~0~r). maps a generator in ..7"~l(ff~-r,Xo) to 3 times a generator in :q(S I, 1), 

we get :rl(F~r, x0) = {0} and :ro(F~r, x0)=Z/3Z. Therefore F~- r is a surface with boundary 
with 3 contractible compact  components ,  i.e. homeomorphic to 3 closed discs. Then 
~2r(0) is homeomorphic to a disc and so is any ~-Q (a) and ~ ( a ) .  As a concequence F + 
is homeomorphic to a closed disc and ~ is homeomorphic to a solid torus. [] 
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Remark. We have finally discovered the structure of the inner part of ~+r" The 

important steps in the proof were: 
(I) S? r is a sphere for r large, the culminating result of the first 5 sections; 

(2) The continuity of the wring, showing that the structure is independant of r. 
(3) The structure of ~r + contained in Theorem 12.2. 
(4) Alexander's theorem which says that the two pieces of information above 

suffice. 

One of our main results now follows as a corollary of Theorem 13.2 and Proposi- 
tion 12.9. 

COROLLARY 13.3. Each fiber in the fibration ~p+ :S~+~ --~S 1 is homeomorphic to three 
closed discs with one boundary point in common, a trefoil clover leaf. The total space 

is homeomorphic to the unique triple cover o f  the solid torus Six19 ramified along 

the diagonal A in S I x S  I. 

COROLLARY 13.4. The map (~pf,~pr):5~ n5r215 1 is the unique triple cover 

ramified over the diagonal A. 

Remark. It might be possible to prove that ~ ( 0 )  is homeomorphic to a disc and 

that ~r+(0) is homeomorphic to a trefoil clover without using Alexander's theorem. 

From Corollary 4.2 we know that 

[Cpe(P(+a))-P(+a)[<. 3 for P=P~.b and (a,b)ES/~. 
r 

Therefore for r large we get a good approximation for the set ~r+(0) by 

{a E C[ 14 a3+r31 <~ r 3) 

and a good approximation for the set ~'r (0) by 

{a E C I [4aa+r31 ~< rg}. 

The sets so defined are homeomorphic to a trefoil clover and an open disc respectively. 
One might hope that a transversality argument could be used to prove that the sets are 
homeomorphic to ~,+(0) and ~f~/(0) respectively for r large. 
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For sure this approach can be used to produce computer pictures which simulate 
what happens inside the clover leaves. The internal structure in the clover leaves is 
obtained from the fourth decomposition of the parameter space, and it is the content of 
the second paper in this series. 

Section 14. The global topology of the parameter space 

Our final theorems describe the topological structure of the triple (Sfr; S~r, St~) together 

with some quotients of (~r; S~r, S/~-~ ). 
Let 

s 3 = ((El, z9 ~ c21 Izd2+iz f  = I )  

be decomposed into the union of the two solid tori E i, where 

E, = ( ( z , ,  z9 ~ S31 Iz,I ~ <<-  89 

Let T=E l nE 2. The diagonal A r in T is an unknotted circle in S 3, so :q(S3-Ar)=Z. 
Let ~3 be the ramified covering space of S s corresponding to the kernel of the canonical 
projection Z-->Z/3. Since A t has codimension 2 in S 3, the covering space is a 3-dimen- 
sional manifold, in fact ~3 is homeomorphic to S 3. Let/~i be the inverse image in 

~3 of Er The mapping Ei--->Slx19 given by 

zj 
(Zl, Z2) ~.-> ( - - ,  V ~  zi~ where j#:i 

\ Izjl ! 

is a homeomorphism, so /~i is homeomorphic to a triple cover of $1• ramified 

along the diagonal A in S l x S  I. 

THEOREM 14.1. The triple (Ser; S~r, S1~) is homeomorphic to the triple cover of  
(S3;E1,E2) ramified along A r in T=E I fqE 2. 

Proof. Let ~'[: S3-->S3 be the triple cover ramified along A r, and l'=:t-l(T) 
Ar=zt-l(Ar). The mapping ]'--->SIxS 1 given by 

( Jt'(X)l fit(X)2 ) 
x ~  I~(X),l' I#(X)21 

and 
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is a triple cover ramified over the diagonal, in fact the only one (up to covering 
transformations) such that T - A r  is connected. The same is true of the mapping 

+, a s l x s  ', 

by Corollary 13.4. So there exists a homeomorphism F: ~ fl 5~-~---~2r which commutes 
with the projections onto S~xS I. 

Now the mapping/~---~S ~ given by 

X ~---) - -  
 (x)2 
I (X)21 

is a fibration with a clover leaf as fiber, just as is ~p~+: 5'~ ~ S  ~. So Theorem 14.1 follows 
from the following lemma: 

LEMMA 14.2. Let B be any topological space, and X---~B, Y---~B any two locally 
trivial fibrations over B with fibers clover leaves. Then any homeomorphism f: OX---~O Y 
making the diagram 

ox  f--~Oy \Bz" 

commute extends to a homeomorphism jr.. X---~ Y making the diagram 

x f-_ y 
B 

commute. 

Proof. This is a standard result from algebraic topology. The obstruction to 
extendingfis an element of HI(B) with coefficients in the sheaf of homeomorphisms of 
the fiber which are the identity on the boundary. But this group is contractible. Clearly 
it is the product of three copies of the corresponding group for the disc, and the group 
of homeomorphisms of the disc which extend the identity on the boundary is contract- 
ible, as can be seen for instance using the Alexander trick. [] 
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A standard solid torus in S 3. 
The z-axis is the diagonal. 

Fig. 14.1 

Its triple cover ramified 
along the diagonal. 

Figure 14.1 is a drawing first of a torus embedded in S 3, viewed as the one point 
compactification of R 3, so that its diagonal is the z-axis. Next to it is a drawing of the 
three-fold covering ramified along the z-axis, which is then easy to imagine. 

Theorem 14.1 is not quite satisfying. Indeed 5e r has a "dynamically defined" group 

F of automorphisms, isomorphic to Z/2xZ/2. We wish to find an action of the same 
group on ~3, and an equivariant homeomorphism. This will allow us to understand the 
topology of quotionts of 6e r by subgroups of F by studying the corresponding quotionts 
of ~3. 

Remark. The covering transformations of ~3, on the other hand, do not seem to 
have a dynamic interpretation. 

Automorphisms of  tier. The group of automorphism F referred to above is formed of 
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id: (a, b) ~ (a, b) 

Y2: (a, b),-->(-a, b) 

Y2: (a, b) ~ (a , -b )  

~3: (a, b)~->(-a, -b )  

Observe that the Yi do indeed map 6e r to itself, and are "dynamically defined", in the 
following sense. Recall that a point of C 2 can be thought of as a cubic polynomial with 
the critical points labeled +a and - a ,  and a choice of a qo-map at infinity. Then ~1 

consists of reversing the labeling of the critical points, and Y2 of choosing the other qo- 

map. Since y3=~,10y2, this gives a dynamic interpretation to Y3 also. 
Next, notice 7l and Y2 map ~ to 5e 7. This is clear for Yl and for Y2 we see it as 

follows: the polynomials Pa, b and Pa,-b both have critical points at +a,  and they are 
conjugated by z ~ - z .  Thus +a  plays the same role for P~.b as - a  plays forP~,_b, in 

particular if +a  escapes fastest for Pa, b then - a  escapes fastest for P~,-b" 
In particular, Y3 maps each ~ to itself. 

Construction o f  the topological model. Consider the group G isomorphic to 
Z/2xZ/2 consisting of the following involutions of S 3 

id: (z t, z2) ~ (zt, z2) 

gl :  (Zl' Z2) v---> (Z2, Zl ) 

g2: (Zl' Z2) v--> (--Z.2 , --Zl ) 

g3: (ZI' Z2) v----> (--Zl , --Z2 ). 

The involutions gl and g2 map E l into E 2. 

PROPOSITION 14.3. There exist unique liftings o f  (id,gl,g2,g 3) to maps (id,~l,~2,~ 3) 
of  the 3-fold ramified covering space ~3 o f  S 3 ramified along A r, with (~=(id, gl, g2, g3} 
forming a group still isomorphic to Z/2xZ/2. 

Proof. The existence of liftings follows immediately from the homotopy lifting 
criterion, since all the gi restrict to homeomorphisms of S3-A homotopic to the 
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identity. In fact, each of the gi has three lifts, which differ by composition with a 
covering transformation. 

We will show that one of these lifts is an involution by considering the action on 
the anti-diagonal O={(zl, z2)lZl=-Z2}. The space O is a circle, parametrized for in- 
stance by the argument of Zl, and each of the g~ maps O to itself, by the following maps: 

glIo is multiplication by - 1, 

g2]o is the identity, i.e. multiplication by 1, 

galo is multiplication by -1 .  

The inverse image 6 of O in ~r is a circle which covers O three times, so the three 
lifts of gl and g3 are multiplications by the cube roots of - I ,  whereas the three lifts of 
g2 are multiplication by the three cube roots of 1. Choose the cube root - 1 in the first 
two cases, and 1 for the other; this specifies gi. Now each ~ is a covering transforma- 
tion, since it covers ~ = i d ,  and it is the identity on f', hence it is the identity; similarly 

gl  O g 2 = g 2 0 g l = g 3 .  

This proves existence of the lifts; uniqueness follows from the facts that for each of 
the cube roots above, only one was a square root of 1. [] 

Construction o f  an equioariant homeomorphism. 

THEOREM 14.4. There exists a homeomorphism o f  ~ r with ~3 which conjugates the 

group F o f  automorphisms of  5e r to the group G abooe. 

Proof. As usual, it is easier to construct conjugacies when things are mapped to 
something else than when they are mapped to themselves. We will therefore begin by 
considering Y3. 

Let S~ be the quotient of 5~ by the group {id, ~3}, and/~l be the quotient of 

/~1 by {id, g3}. The homeomorphism 

F:~+~ n 3~-~ --~T 

induces a homeomorphism t e from the boundary of S~ onto the boundary of/~1. 
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LEMMA 14.5. The homeomorphism above extends to a homeomorphism 

~r + "-'~/~1" 

Proof. First, observe that q~_b(Z)=--q~a.b(--Z). If (a, b)E 5e~, so that +a  escapes 
faster than - a  for Pa, b and - a  escapes faster than +a for P_~,-b, we have that 

qg-a, - b ( P - a ,  - b ( - - a ) )  = -- q) a, b(P a, b( + a)) .  

Since ~p,+ fibers ~ over the circle, with fiber a clover leaf, the formula above means 

that the diagram 

S I z~-~-Z~sI 

commutes. Therefore the square 0p~) 2 fibers S~ over a circle, with fiber a clover leaf. 

In the same way (Ze/Iz21) 2 fibers/~l over the circle. The result now follows from Lemma 

14.2. [] 

Proof o f  Theorem 14.4. Choose a homeomorphism/e as in Lemma 14.3, and lift it 
to the homeomorphism F: S~r ---~/~ ~ extending the given F on the boundary. Now map 

to by 

(a, b) ~ gl(F(-a, b)), (i) 

and denote this mapping still by F; it is continuous since it coincides with the original F 
on 

This F has the two following properties by construction: 

g l o F = F o y l  on 5~ - 

g3oF=Fo73 on 5~. 

Everything required follows from these properties. Indeed, if (a,b)ES~r, then 

71(a, b) E ~ and 
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A Moebius band embedded  with Its triple cover ramified 
the boundary on the z-axis, along the boundary.  

Fig. 14.2 

Fo~q(a, b) = gl ~ 1 7 6  ~ Yl(a, b) -- gl oF(a, b). 

Thus Foy~=g 1 o F  on ~r" Next,  on 9~-~, 

F~ = gl ~ 1 7 6  ~ ---- gl ~176  ~ = gl ~ ~ 1 7 6  = g30gl 0 f o ~ '  1 = g3 oF ,  

SO that F o Y3 =g3 o F everywhere. Finally, since 

y2=yloy3 and ge=glog3, 

we have F o Y2 = g2 o F. [] 

Since for the following results it is enough to study the topological model, in which 
everything is explicit and elementary, we will not give proofs. However, we will give 
drawings which should help the reader visualize the objects described. 

COROLLARY 14.6. The quotient of  ~r by the group (id, Yl} is homeomorphic to a 
3-sphere. The image o f  6e~ f) ~ in the quotient is homeomorphic to the triple cooer o f  a 
standard Moebius band ramified along its boundary (see Figure 14.2). 
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A Moebius band with central 
circle the z-axis. 

,X 

Its triple cover ramified 
along the central circle. 

Fig. 14.3 

Remark. The quotient of 5e by {id, Yl) is just the level surface of H for polynomi- 
als written in the form z3+cl z+c o. The complement of the image of ~ n ~ is an open 
solid torus knotted in S 3. It is the torus knot V(2, 3), the trefoil knot (!) made so fat as to 
fill almost all of S 3. 

COROLLARY 14.7. The quotient o f  5e r by the group {id, Y2} is homeomorphic to a 
3-sphere. The image o f  ,9~, f) ~ in the quotient is homeomorphic to the triple cover o f  a 

standard Moebius band ramified along the circle running along its center (see Figure 
14.3). 

COROLLARY 14.8. The quotient of  Ss by the group {id, Y3} is homeomorphic to the 

3-dimensional real projective space pa. 

COROLLARY 14.9. The quotient o f  5f, by the group F is homeomorphic to a 3- 
sphere. The image o f  g~ +, fl ~ in the quotient is the triple cover o f  an unknotted annulus 
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I/ 

An annulus with one full twist. 
One boundary component is the 
z-axis, and the other a circle 
in the (x, y)-plane. 

/ // 

Its triple cover ramified 
along one boundary component. 

Fig. 14.4 

205 

embedded in S 3 with one full twist, ramified along one component o f  the boundary (see 
Figure 14.4). 
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